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THE CLOVIS NEWS. THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10, 120.

Cordial Christmas
Greetings
t

To Our Many Friends and Customers
f

y

There's a s&dc of

CRAMER

H
Siavil,

0

through your kind
that our new business enterprise is a

itrc not unmindful of the fact

support and

that it

is

success, for which we now offer you our appreciation.
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One gift you should presenl to your family each
day in the year is food prepared wit h

tit
3Iay Christmas brin

to us all the remembrance of the Land)

that was slain before the foundation of the world to be nailed on

the cross for the atonement of our sins; and may we be over
mindful that whosoever believes in Him may not perish, but shall
have everlasting life.

t

Sunlight Flour

t

Our wishes are that Christinas will be to you a --Christ-like
day, and that the New Year has in store for you rich blessings,

Cramer

happiness and health.

ill & Elevators Co,

WE WANT YOUR GRAIN

i

Your friends

I

t

t

t

Lane & Sons Grain Co.

V

.,.

erry Christmas
TO OUR

t

i

w

Reason's Greetings!

FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS

REMEMBER WE ARE ON HAND TO SERVE YOU DURING
THE ENTIRE YEAR WITH THE BEST ICE CREAM ON THE
MARKET. OURS IS THE HOME PRODUCT
THERE-

r-- m.

mm

FORE, IT'S THE BEST.

Clovis Ice Cream & Bottling Works
G. A. Campbell
300 North Main Street

n7

Clovis, N. M.

Phone 50

errv innstmas

j?

TO OUR MANY

FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS WHO HAVE HELPED MAKE THIS A
PROSPEROUS

AND SUCCESSFUL

SEASON
FOR US. WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
AND WILL CONTINUE TO SERVE 5T0U WITH
THE BEST BREAD, PIES, CAKES, ETC. ON THE
MARKET.

i

To You and Yours

AND WE ALSO WISH YOU A HAPPY NEW YEAR,
MAY 1921 BRING YOU BLESSING

it

OF PEACE

PROSPERITY AND PLENTY

Clovis Grocery & Feed Store
J. M. STEPHENS, Prop.
CLOVIS, N. M.

T

The Home Bakery
Hardy & Thomas, Props.
CLOVIS, N.M.

I,

T

J.

-

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
VdL. 14, NUMBER 25.

TWENTY-TW-
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PACES

OF COMMERCE

IDS
1

ELKS AUDITORIUM FILLED WITH
MONDAY NIGHT
BOOSTERS
EXPRESSED
THEM.
WHO
SELVES AS FEELING THAT
CURRY COUNTY WAS A GREAT
PLACE IN WHICH TO LIVE.

There was a big booster meeting
of the Chamber of Commerce at the

Elks home on Monday evening of this
week. It was a real
affair and after Johnson's Band had
rendered a few choice selections Bert
Curlusa, president of the Chumber of
Commerce, called the meeting to order with every available seat in the
hall occupied.
Mr. C. D. Poston, pastor of the
Christian Church, wns the first speaker of the evening. Ilia talk had a
ring of optimism and was appreciated
by all. After Mr. Puston's talk the
president culled on a number in the
audienco for short talks.
Hut?h Clary, appraiser for the Federal Land Bunk, said ho had visited
mnny sections and found few pluces
where conditions were as food as they
were in Clovis. Ho complimented the
financial condition of our banks and
said while the land bunk was not mak
ing loans now it was his job to visit
various parts of tho territory and in
vestitrate ccnerul financial mutters.
Mr. Clary suid tho Federal Land Bonk
had loaned over half a million dollars
in this county and thut not one bor
rower had failed to meet his interest
when It was due.
Alex Shipley, president of tho Clothe
vis National Bank, compared
prices of kaffir, maize and live stock
r
prices and maintained
with
that these prices should and would be
pre-wa-

better.

1

THE CLOVIS NEWS, THURSDAY, DECEMBER
WELL AT TUCUMCARI
HAS OIL, IS REPORT

MEET

Chamber of Comerce, outlined some
of the work that has been accomplished by the organization during the past
year, which was no doubt a pleasant
surprise to many who had not kept
closely up witn the inamoer or com
Mr. Jones cited the
merce work.
number of cars that are coming
through Clovis lately as a direct result of what has been done on highway work. He declared that this work
was only in its infancy, in a way. and
that years to come would see Clovis
tourist
on great
Mr. Shipley followed Mr.
routes.
Jones and told a lot of things about
the road work and what had been ac
complished that Mr. Jones was too
modest to say, and by a unanimous
vote the crowd endorsed tho work
done by tho Chamber of Commerce.
Other speakers who followed commended the highway work, and a committee composed of W. O. Stalling,
D. W. Jones. R. B. Freeman, Alex
Shipley and C. W. Harrison wns appointed to confer with the city rela
tive to providing a camp ground for
auto tourists.
H. SCOTT & SON SELL
ELECTRIC FILLING STATION
In a deal which wus closed Friday,
C. H. Scott & Son sold the Electric
Filling Station on East Grand Ave
to II. L. Williams, W. H. Williams,
and E. S. Mitchell. The purchasers
took charge immediately and will con
duct tho repair shop and buttery sorv.
ice station in connection with the fill
ing station.
The new managers are Tennessee- ans, with considerable experience in
electrical and automobile repair work,
and state that they are here to stay,

Tucumcari, N. Af., Dee. 15. Ex- citcment was strong among the oil
fans of Tucumcari this week over the
report that the well sixteen miles
northeast of Tucumcari was making
oil. No work has been done on this
well for two months on account of
casing and
h
having to wait for
a flood of water has been flowing out
over the casing. Visitors reported
that they saw a fine showing of oil
on the pool of water and that gas
bubbles were plainly visible where the
water leaves the casing. Many of the
business men have visited the well
during the week and they all bring in
the same report, the showing is there
and the well in making oil in the
water. The company will resume work
around the first of the year.
ten-inc-

ELKS LODGE WILL HOLD
BENEFIT DANCE TONIGHT
The Elks Lodge will hold its annuul
in the Elks home this
evening. The proceeds of the dance
wilt uu iu uiit IIIUIIVY 1UIIU vi m
lodge, to be used in helping the needy
families in this community during
the Christmas seuson.

benefit dance

ONE CENT POSTAGE
ON LETTERS ASKED
OF HOUSE LEADERS
Washington, Dec. 14. Reduction
of the postage stnmp on delivery let-- ,
ters from two cents to one cent was
recommended again today by Postmaster General Burlson to Chuirman
Steenerson of the house postal committee. Such a provision was included in last year's postal appropriation
bill by the senate, but fuiled of acceptance by tho housa and was opposed by organizations of postal employes.
The postmaster general told chairman Steenerson today that such reduction in his opinion would not
postal revenues, but would increase the volume of such letter mail.

Paper of U. S. Land Office

Official
16, 1920.

TWENTY-TW-

I.
WOMAN WILLS $8,000 TO
DOG $8 TO BROTHER

LIVELY

PAGES

$2.00 PER YEAR

CHRISTMAS BUSINESS

Chicago, Dee. 15. Rex, a pet poo- die, is made heir to $8,000 left by his
mistress, Mrs. Rose E. Porter, accord
ing to a Will filed in probate court
here.
The will provides that Rex shall
be given a daily bath, plenty of sauer
STATE HEALTH OFFICER
kraut and a Christmas tree every
VISITS CLOVIS TUESDAY
year.
Ruby F. Joblin of Cascade Locks,
Dr. G. S. Luckett, in charge of preOre., a half brother, was left $5.
ventable disease in the office of the
State Health Commission at Santa Fe,
MR. AND MRS. GEORGE W.
passed through Clovis Tuesday
SINGLETON LEFT THIS WEEK
to Portales where he delivered
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Singleton left an educational lecture.
Different counties over the state
this week for Wichita, Kansas, to
spend the holidays. After Christ- are taking great Interest in health
Dr. Luckett
mas Mrs. Singleton will go to Kirks-vill- education according to
Mo., for a short stay. They Santa Fe, Bernalillo, and Chaves
plan to leave about the first of the Counties have raised funds to equip
year for Glcndale, California, to spend offices and pay expenses of full time
health officers whose salaries are paid
several months.
by the Rockefeller Institute.
Two other counties, Union and San
CITY OFFICE FORCE
TOO BUSY TO TALK Miguel, have raised funds by the one
mill levy provided by the state legis
"Too busy to talk," was the only lature, and will within a short time
,.
.
have full time health officers.
'
when he called at the city hall this
morning. The 16th of each month is WILL RECEIVE BIDS
always the busiest dny, according to
MONDAY FOP NEW WELL
E. E. Tagader, city clerk, for it's pay
The City will receive bids next
day for the city forces ns well as a
rushing day in water and light col- Monday for the new well that will be
constructed as part of the City's prolections.
gram to supply more water. All bidders will be required to accompany
their bid with a certified check for
$1,000.

IIIIIPATED

ONLY SEVEN MORE SHOPPING
DAYS REMAIN. STOCKS ARE
LARGE AND MERCHANTS ARE
ENJOYING
BUSINESS
FROM
MANY OUT OF TOWN FOLKS.
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HUHSE

Has Made 35 Calls to Hornet During
Month In Addition to Examining 450 Children.
December has been a busy month

for Miss Louise Wills.Red Cress nurse
for Clovis and Curry County. In ad
dition to the work of starting the Red
Cross office, Miss Wills has made
35 calls to bedsides of sick people,
made preliminary examination of
more than 450 school children, at
fended four public meetings and giv
en three talks along the lines of Red
Cross work.
School children of Clovis have re
markably few physical defects, ac
cording to Miss Wills. Of the number
examined, a little less than twenty per
cent were found defective. Many of
these defects were only slight, however. It is not out of the ordinary,
Miss Wills states, to find as many as
fifty per cent of the children defe
tive in some way.
A large number of the defects
found so far have been defective
teeth. Defective throat come next.

With only seven more shopping
days till Christmas, the merchants of
Clovis are preparing for the biggest
rush of shopping in the history of the
city.
Mild weather, with only a touch of
autumn in the air, failed to bring the
usual early shoppers, but the recent
snow and cold weather reminds tho
people that Christmas is almost here,
and business is much improved in the
local stores .
Clovis merchants aro well prepared
for the rush of trado that usually
comes with Christmas time. In addition to regular Christmas stocks
many stores have added a line of toys
for the kiddies.
The trade territory of Clovis has
gradually widened until local stores
are being visited by shoppers from
many miles distant.
People in surrounding towns, whoej stores do not
carry as large stocks as aro found in
Clovis, are making this their trading
point, particularly for holiduy goJs.
Christmas stoiks carry such an exCOUNTY MEDICAL ASSN.
ELECTS NEW OFFICERS tensive list of goods, and prices are so
much lower this year than foi many
At a meeting of the Curry County years past, that Christmp.s givers con
Medical Association Wednesday even- feel freo to give generously this seaing, Dr. G. C. Goodwin was elected son.
president and Dr. J. W. Board was
elected secretary for the coming year. PITY PLANNING WHITE
WAY FOR MAIN STREET
PORTALES PAPERS HAVE
The first lamp post of the City's
BEEN CONSOLIDATED
"White Way" is being installed this
Th' Portales News and the Por week in tho center of the intersection
tales Journal vere consolidated this of Main Street and Monroe Avenue.
week nnd in the future Portales wtl This is an experiment and if it proves
have only one newspaper. Tho con a success it is the plan to complete
solidate was effected by J. G. the white way on Main Street, acGreaves, owner of the Journal, Inly cording to city officials.
ing out the News plant. Mr. Greaves
will have associated with him his
brother Sam Greaves, who has been
MAIZE
KAFFIR
with one of the Amarillo papiiva.

F. B. Payne, manager of the Plains
LAND BANK INTEREST
Association,
Buying and Selling
NOTES NOT DELINQUENT
MARRIACE RECORDS
maintained that prices were adjusting
IN CURRY COUNTY
themselves and that merchants along
J. H. Carroll and Miss Lucy John
Hugh Clary, former appraiser for
with others would take their losses
Mr. Tayne said business son, both of Portales, were married the Federal Land Bank, spent two or
cheerfully.
Wednesduy by Rev. R. B. Freeman. three days in Clovis this week. Mr,
was good.
Another Portales couple, W. E, Clary Is doing special work for the
Rev. R. B. Freeman, pastor of the
Methodist church, declared that Clo- Pagemore and Mis Daisy Agnes MoH Government in connection with the
vis was tho best town in the country Cullough were married Thursday by farm loan business although the land
LOOKS BETTER HERE
bank is not making leans. Mr. Clary
and was glad that he was living here. Rev. Freeman.
THAN IN ARKANSAS
Miss Edith Hubble and Paul II. says that nut of the entire amount of
Mr. Freeman sold that recent trips
H. E. Baker returned this week
to other town had made him realize Mote, of Cameron, N. M., were mar- loans made in Curry County, not one
from a business trip to Arkansas. Mr,
just what a good town Clovis wns, ried Tuesday by Judgo J. P. Noble. of the borrowers have gone delinMiss Gertrude Gentsch and Ches quent on the interest.
Baker says conditions in Clovis are
and how much better off we are here
Boll, both of Melrose, were marter
places.
other
decidedly better than there and a
than
PLAINS BUYING & SELLING
trip away from home makes a fellow
Postmaster A. B. Wagner declared ried Monday by Judge Noble.
ASSOCIATION ELECTS NEW
that the postal receipts at the Clovis
COMMISSIONER-ELECHERE. firmor in the conviction that Clovis
OFFICERS AND DRECTORS
postoffice were growing every day
is the very best town in the country.
commissioner-elecD.
and that the department had recently RURAL
Lynch,
Dr.
t
J.
COMPANY
Tho Plnlns Buying and Selling AsHOBOES PASSING THROUCH
eon fit to allow the local office anMelrose district, was in
sociation
held its annual election of from the
Lynch will asMonday.
other clerk. Mr. Wagner said that
Dr.
Clovis
City Chief Moye says a good many
NAMES HEW DIRECTORS officers and directors last Saturday. sume tho duties 6f commissioner on
1920 would be the biggest year in
following were chosen:
Tho
are passing through Clovis
hoboes
postoffico.
the history of the Clols
January 1st.
r.
C. J. Qunnte.
President
Few
are stopping here,
now.
C. W. Harrison, president of the
Directors W. W. Hungate, J. A. NEW PRODUCE HOUSE
New Board Selected When Old Board
Most of them seem to be on
a
declared
that
Bank,
First Nntlonal
Fails to Function. Meeting
Wallace, II. A. Neal, J. N. Parrctt,
TO OPEN IN CLOVIS their way to somewhere and moBt all
recent trip to Oklahoma had made him
Called for D.e. 20.
Ben Christian and T. J. Randol. Mr.
are broke. Tho biggest part of them
peothe
off
much
how
better
realise
King of Texico was named as secrewholesale
are drifting west and apparently they
a
new
Clovis
have
will
people of Curry County aro than the
Electing a new board of directors tary In the place of A. L. Dickey who produce house, according to W. H. are on their way to the Pacific Coast
ple of the cotton raising sections. Mr.
in place of the old board which had declined to serve in the position for Whrtlcy. of Roowell,
who
arrived to avoid cold weather.
Harrison predicted better money con
busi-ne- s
principal
the
was
arrangements
act,
year.
failed
to
another
MnnHnv
innkn
for a
tn
ditions after the first of the year
of the stockholders of the Curry
F. B. Payne also reti-from the building and storage room for the JCOOD PROSPECT FOR
prospects
future
tho
for
and that
WHEAT AT BELLVIEW
Counjty Rural Telephone Company position of manager which he has company.
He maintained
were more bright.
'
Mondny.
met
years.
Mr.
two
when
they
held
last
for
or
three
be
will
firm
new
The style of the
that tho greatest asset thtrt this counJ. T. Reese of Bellvlew, was a
Minutes of the meeting, In part, Payno declined to allow the board to tho Clovis Supply Company, and will
ty has at this time is the fine wheat
visitor Wednesday. Mr. Reese
Clovis
consider his namo for the manage- probably be located in the old
crop that is in the ground with the follow:
some of the big snow which
says
that
Alment
tho
business
and
1021
of
for
building at tho corner of foil
Moved and carried that the meet
prospect for a good yield very good.
is still on the ground
week
last
bert Thomas of Texico was nnmed for Grand and Mitchell.
He declared thot tho merchants were ing proceed to elect a new Board of
in drifts and that the moisture is
position,
the
been
formerly
has
idr.
was
Mr. Whatley, who
liums
taking their Josses good naturedly Directors as the Board of Directors
wheat. "We have one
company of fine for the
of thing elected on June 19, 1920, had failed manager of the company's storo at with the
and that tho
prospects for wheat I
best
the
of
Farwcll for tho pabt year or more and Roswell, will be the manager of the
would see them losers as well as the to function.
in that section," Mr.
seen
ever
have
is
man.
an experienced mercantile
new firm, and will make Clovis his
The following Board was then
farmers and ranchmen.
Reese sold to the News man. The bad
home.
W. H. Bowman, local agent for the unanimously elected:
bad weather has stopped threshing,
FAKE SOLICITORS
Smithson
Jno.
would
Grady
declnred
1920
that
Fe,
SnnU
it will go ahead sogn nnd most of
but
FURNISH
PAVING WILL
E. M. Pipkin
be a very satisfactory one as far as Cloud
tho
Reports come from all over the
farmers will not sell their maize
JOBS FOR MANY MEN
A. P. Lofton country that fake solicitors are tak
tho receipts of tho Santa Fe station Hollcne-Bellvieand kaffir. but will store it until
S. E. Hill ing advantage of the publicity that
at this place are concerned. Mr. Bow. Ranchvale
While people have become more or r' price gets near the cost of proJohn Byrne has been given the various drives for
man declnred that 1920 would show Pleasant Hill
impatient for paving, jt is pointed duction."
J. A. LnKue charitable purposes to solicit and col out that when paving is commenced
a decided increase In receipts over Fields
Jos. A. Smith lect money for themselves. None of early in the spring it will furnish
Texico
BUILDS NEW STORE.
1019.
Chas. E. Dennis these solicitors, so far as known, have work for many men and be much
S. A. Jones, cashier of the Citizens Clovis
Tom Thelps, former proprietor of
-- .W. B. Cramer
Hank, said our present condition was Clovis been "forking in Clovis. Heads of moie desirable in this respect than it
A list of those who had failed to charitable organizations have warned would have been a year or more ago the Star grocery, has just opened
on account of a halt being called by
a new store on West Grand Avenue,
someono, ho didn't know who, on the pay, their subscriptions to the trunk the public not to contribute to so- when everybody was employed.
tn thi same block with E. B. East- way the country had been living. He line' was read and the Board of Di licitors until they are satisfied that
ham and the Star grocery.
NEW CITIZEN FOR CLOVIS.
said It was a natural state of affairs. rectors was instructed to take such the solicitor is one of responsibility
However, he looked for better condi action as necessary to collect same.
and representing a recognized organ
"Fine eight pound boy arrived to- WAGNER ELECTED SUPT.
Moved that the chair appoint a ization of charity work.
tions aftor the first of the year.
OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Mother and boy doing nicely,"
day.
company
tn
the
optiMcClollan,
to
see
that
an
committee
Dr. C. L
received
message
of
a
substance
the
is
CLOVIS MAN ENLISTS.
mistic talk, declared that we were all was incorporated at once.
' Pueblo, Colo., Dec. 15. J. H. Wag
Monday by L. C. Petrce, announcing
It was ordered that a mooting of
In good shape with plenty to eat and
ner of Santa Fe, N. M., state superinhis
James P. Small of Clovis enlisted in the arrival of the new member of
cited the high price of poultry and the Board of Directors be held at
tendent o fschools for New Mexico,
KanIn
been
has
family.
Petree
Mrs.
laffc
morn
'
Woilnnailav
other products which would help keep Clovis on Monday, December 20, ttia amv anil
of
been1 elected superintendent
has
she
and
weeks
ing for Presidio, Cal., where he will saa City for several
tip the revenue on the farm until 1920.
In district No. 1 of this city,
schools
'
home
expected
are
youngster
and
the
depart
No further busines appearing the be stationed In the finance
farm products were better price.
He will assume office January 1.
In the near future.
mont of the western division.
D. W. Jones, secretary of the meeting adjourned subject to call.
T
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These Products are Now Bringing the
Lowest Prices They Have ever
Brought en Local Market
Maize and kaffir have sold for the
lowest price this week that it ever has
in the history of Clovis. The main
Reason for these jaitlcular grains
being so low is that markets are being
found for them mostly in California
and tho freight rate is so excessive
that the price is forced down. Grain
men report that the farmers are bring
ing in very little. maize and kaffir,
most all holding for the price to go
up, which it will undoubtedly do In a
short time.
Tho following prices are being paid
for grain in Clovis today:
Wheat, per bushel
$1.40
Maize and kaffir, per cwt..80e
Corn, shelled, per bu.
60c
Ear Corn, per bu.
40c
CROP VALUES OFF
FIVE BILLION DOLLARS
Washington, Dec. 14. The value
of the country's important farm crops
this year is $9,148,519,00, compared
with $14,087,995,000, their vatic last
year, the department of agriculture
announced today. These values, based on prices paid to farmers on Dec.
1, represent about 90 per cent of the
value of all farm crops.
WILL CELEBRATE GOLDEN
WEDDING ANNIVERSARY
Mr. nnd Mrs. Robert Humphrey
will celebrate their golden wedding
anniversary on Christmas day. Mr.
and Mrs. Humphrey are expecting all
their sons and daughters here at that
time.
RETURNED FROM S ANTON E.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Swarti returned the latter part of last week
from San Antonio, Texas, where they
have been attending a meeting of the
National Leundrymau'i Association.
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THE CLOVIS NEWS. THURSDAY, DECEMBER IS, 1920.
pay roll and there are comparatively
few unemployed. We live in the best
town and the best county in the state
Official Paper of Curry County
and the fellow who has a grouch
about conditions in this county cerEDWARD L. MANSON
tainly does not realize what the peoEditor and Publisher
ple are confronted with in the cotton- Entered at the postoffice at Clovis, growing sections or in the manufac
New Mexico, as second class matter turing centers of the east.
onder the act of March 3, 1879.
TOOK IT NATURALLY.

The Clovis News

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
All the dire prophecies as to what
2.00
One Year
would happen at the polling places if
.M.oO
i.iSix Months
women were allowed to vote have
failed to come to pass. The fact is,
Foreign Affvtnitint Rcprwntatrr
that the women voted just as if they
THE AMERICAN PRESS ASSOCIATION
had been at it all their lives. They
And still, we are not ready to admit apparently made no more mistakes,
that all men are evil minded. Some were no more embarrassed, than any
of the most hardened male voters.
have no minds at all.
Even in some of the most forbidden
Enough money is spent in Califor- districts in the city the casual and
nia by winter and summer tourists matter of fact way in which women
to completely reouild the state's great came and voted and went away was
system of hard surfaced highways accepted as what was to havs been
expected.
As to the courtesies of
6very four years.
the occasion as betwesn husband and
If this immigration stunt keeps up wife and friends and neighbors and
much longer we Americans can just relatives which stepped
over the
slide over to the old countries and strict letter of the law, the good faith
make ourselves blissfully at home. of most was so manifest that the
There'll be no on left there to say us justification was not questioned by
Say.
the greatest sticklers for official procedure. The interest, the enthusiasm
The calamity howler who is deter- incident to the first appearance of the
mined that the country is going to women at the polls, gave a special
the
and that we are going xesth therefore, to an election, the reto have
period of exceptionally sults of which so many had accepted
hard times needs to stop his growling as a matter of course. It was easy
and look on the bright side. Finan- for the men, for the election officers
cial conditions look a lot better than and for the women. And row that it
they did a few weeks ago and every is all over, the only thing is for the
indication points to the fact that the women to stick at it as constant and
market for farm products is going to persistent voters and see that the men
strengthen during the next few follow them in thus living up to their
weeks. Staple farm products are now privileges as eitisena.
telling for less than the cost of production and It is hard to realize how EXPLORATION THRU THE AIR.
A condition of this kind can continue
The Idea that polar exploration can
for long at a time.
be carried out in aeroplanes has been
Clovis merchants are planning a under discussion ever since it became
busy period from now until Christmas clear that airships could be built to
day. Shoppers should as far as pos- eover long distances, but apparently
sible do their shopping In the fore- British explorers will be the first to
noon. This enables the clerks to try the idea in a practical war. Com
wait on the trade without the custo- mander John L. Cope, In charge of
mary rush and confusion always the Antarctic expedition which hes
found at holiday times.
just left civilization for the southern seaa, is carrying with him a numThe News honestly believes that ber of aeroplanes which he expects
Clovis and Curry County folks are to employ in making an extensive surbetter off than the people of any sec- vey of the unexplored parts of the
tion of the United States. We have Antarctic continent. The expedition
raised good crops, and even though is proceeding in a ship of 7,000 tons
the price Is low there is a feeling that so that a vast supply of stores can be
they will be better soon. We are for- carried and there are more than 200
tunate In Clovis in having a good men in the party.

...J.

bow-wo-

It is to be no rash adventure by
some flier taking his life in his hands
for a dash to the pole. In fact there
is to be no pole hunting but rather an
exploration to determine the nature
and resources of unexplored regions.
With such an outfit it would seem
that the experiment is reasonably safe
as safety goes in Arctic work.
There will be means with which to
carry out rescue expeditions if any
flier is lost, and no flier is expected
to push on and on into unknown regions for a distance goal. That the
aeroplane is an ideal means for rapid
reconnaissance in unknown country
goes without saying and much is to
be expected of this British venture
into the far and frozen south.
SHOP EARLY.

More than 3,000 immigrants are
passing through New York's Ellis Island daily. For the fiscal year
1
more than 1,000,000 will have
throuch the station. More
than 10,000,000 are waiting in war
stricken Europe to swarm to this-country as soon as transportation can
be obtained.
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The H ousewiie s
Friend

o

The modern laundry is the housewife's
friend. Laundry troubles at this season of the

year when the weather is disagreeable are

ASK YOUR

NEIGHBOR

tremely vexing. Solve the washing problem by
patronizing us. The charge is reasonable and

t

San Antonio, Texas. "Doctor
Pierce's Favorite Prescripton has
been very beneficial to my health.
I was suffering
with weakness

If you buy a Christmas present,
Buy it now I
If it be for prince or peasant,
Buy it now!
Buy it early in December,
Since you didn't in November;
You'll be glad if you remember
Buy it now!

which caused
me to become
n
all
and nervous. I
was just miserable but by the
use of the 'Fa-

it now!
Tarry not until tomorrow.
Buy it now!
iEven though you have to borrow,
Buy it now!
See that shop girls don't have reason
To abhor the Christmas season ;
Put a consciense, if you please, on
Buy it now!
There were 240 industrial strikes
during the fiscal
year ending June 30. The time lost
amounted to more than ten million
working days.
in New York City

FOOD SALE.

you are relieved of much hard work.

ws

run-dow-

While the counters stretch before
you,
Buy it now
While there are no crowds to bore
you,
Buy It now!
Buy before the air is stuffy,
Buy before the girls are huffy,
Buy while things are fresh and

ex-

I

The Clovis Stoam Laundry
PHONE 48

vorite Prescrip
tion' I was completely restored to
strength and good health. Knowing; what 'Favorite Prescription'
has done for me, I do not hesitate
to recommend it to other women
who suffer." Mas. J. B. Naylob,
216 Rische Street.

Get the Money
If you expect to make a farm loan this year,

Beasley,

Texas.- -" During
I have always taken Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription as a
tonic and strengthener, and in each
case it has proved to be a wonderful comfort and help to me. I had
practically no suffering and my babies have been strong and healthy.
I believe Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is the best medicine the
young mother can take, and I never
hesitate to recommend it to my

better get the money now, as no one knows what
conditions will be later. We can use a few good
loans on improved land. List your farms and city
property with us if yo uwant to sell it.

Union Mortgage Co.

friends."

Mrs. Ida Chance.
All druggists sell the Prescription in both fluid and tablet form.

The ladies of the Catholic church
will have a fod sale at Barry's Hardware store next Saturday, December
d
18th. You can get delicious,
bread, pies cakes, cookies, also fresh country eggs, dressed chickens, and fresh pork. Food will be on
sale at 11:00 o'clock.
home-cooke-

''

-

r

Furniture Prices Reduced
We have readjusted the prices on almost every line in our
large furniture stock to meet changed conditions. We believe
that our customers are entitled to any changes that there may be
in the lower prices and in keeping with the service we have always given our patrons we are making a marked reduction in
selling prices.
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TONE

brilliant as the sparkle of gems and as
Ay sweet as an old love song as clear as the Sabbath
C L church bells' chimes and as true as the ring of a
gong this is Sonora's tone which was awarded the highest
score at the Panama Pacific Exposition.
as

mm

THE INSTRUMENT OF QXreOf?
.AY

Mi

V

Your Christmas Purchases

CLEAR
Coming at this time these lower prices should prove very
acceptable to our customers. Nothing Makes a Better gift than
some useful article for the home a tasty piece of furniture or
a new rug that every mombor of the family can enjoy.

AS.'

fA

BELL

A Christmas Gift Supreme

Don't hesitate to come in and look over our stock and take
advantage of these new prices that we offer.
No Big Furniture Sale Just a
customers are entitled to.

which our

'The Highest Class Talking'
Machine in the World
Prices

Magic City Furniture & Undertaking Go,

f6o to $aroo

i

Denliof Jewelry Co,

"The Quality Furniture Store of Clovis"

JOHNSON BROS.
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GARMENTS FOR MEN, WOMEN AND
OF PRICES ON
CHILDREN. The great number of people who have already attended this selling
and made satisfactory selections, the few days it has been in progress, makes the
Let us advise that you do your
success of our "Big Removal Sale" most apparent.
shopping early,
READY-TO-PUT-O- N

PRICE

HALF

OF

SALE

READY-TO-WEA- R

Children's Coats

Men's Overcoats

Ladies' Coats

That formerly sold for $22.50 to $60.00
NOW HALF PRICE

Of Plush, Pur and Cloth Weaves $35.00 to $100.00
NOW HALF PRICE

One Lot Men's Suits

Ladies' Suits

Th, prices

W

W,W, to $570

A model to

H

evtypert

Junior Coat3 in

.

One Lot Silk Shirts

J

TUrs
Neckpieces, Chokers, and Stoles, Formerly
priced $16 50 to $35 qq

half price

now

Ladies Skirts

Formerly priced $io.oo to $15.00

$5.95

Plain and Pleated Models-$1- 0.00
N0W gLp price

T

One Lot Boys' Unions

Slip-o-

and Coat Sweaters

n

now

Ladies' Blouses

NOW 49 CENTS EACH

Men's Fur Collars at Half Price

117
I

VV

- SO

9PLO
JLU1K3.IL l4E

half price

Gingham Dresses
Both Ladies' and Girls' Sizes

now

Kimonas at Half Price

neckwear, handkerchiefs, hosl

Long Scarfs

T

:

Very Distinctive Designs $6.00 to $25.00
NOW HALF PRICE

.

half price

Ladies Sweaters and Scarfs

to $25.00

:

That were marked to sell for $1.50 to $2.00

ERY, UNDERWEAR AND MANY OTHER
ITEMS BEAR HEAVY REDUCTIONS.

,

now

to $20.00

NOW HALF PRICE

Frocks for Street, Afternoon and Evening wear
The Prices were $20.00 to $75.00

1

$9.00

Girls Dresses

Formerly

Ladies Uresses

Full Suits for Smaller Boys. Coats in Larger Sizes.
NOW HALF PRICE

Modes

NOW HALF PRICE

NOW HALF PRICE

Boys' Mackinaws

gppy

half price

One Lot Ladies' Shoes

J

NOW HALF PRICE

TWEEDIE BOOT TOPS HALF PRICE

It
Boys' and Girls' f
Club Corner
By Mm. Edna Hume J)urand
County Club Leader
when all the world breathei love and
good will, we are clover drawn to
one anothor, there ia a heart yearn-In- g
that ereatea a family feeling and
If w pauae for a moment to take
member of a great brotherhood.

To the Club Members who have
made Curry County thia year a county of intelligent, honest, faithful clubbers I give you greetinga of love, of
peace, of hope.
May the abiding spirit ef the All
Father make this season one of holier,
happy fellowship rn remembrance of
Iho birth of our beloved Christ and
Savior.
4)

Mr. Foster, state leader, just be-before leaving for the Washington
office sent out a report of the year's
work in New Mexico. There were
many things of real interest bat the

SPECIALS FOR

one item that gave the most pleasant
surprise was the summary of the cost
values.
We do not like to think of club
work in dollars and cents. That is
not the greet appeal in the movement
there are other great basic motives
back of it all citizenship, teamwork,
neighboriiness, manhood, womanhood
those are the things that club work
means to those boys and girls who are
its.' disciples. 13ut when the dollars
arfd centa side of the question presents itself it is a real comfort to get
the message from Mr. Foster's report.
Total value of club work
160,349.46
foil 1920

20,266.07
Cost ef production
$30,184.38
Total value above cost
The expense for club work, includtravel ex-- j
ing supervision, salarit
penses, etc., amounted to sometning
like $22,200.00, leaving a net gain of
over $7,000.00 Club work more than
paid for itself in 1920.

it may be some encouragement to
know that Queen Mary of England
is an expert milliner. If spring bonnets are as high as they were last
Easter there will be more queens
turning out their ovn creations--an- d
even wearing them perhaps.

California leada in the production
Another item of interest in that of beans this year. The crop waa
report was the percentage finishing j valued aa second to that of the citrus
an indication that only those young- - fruit
sters who carry a thing through are
It would be a project worthy of
entering into the work.
standard elub efforts this year.
Let us be even more sure for 1921.
The purple coat and black hat still
hangs in the office, also a boy's coat
For the girls in the sewing classes, Surely they are missed these cold

days.
Mr. Greer of Shiloh was an office
caller and brought In four enroll- ment cards in cooking hot lunch pro
ject. There are still others who have
taken cards and will be sent in later.

The Grady Cooking team ia in print
in the New Mexico Ruraliat thia week
The cut is very good and makes one
feel quite "spiffy" to sea bomefolkt
:
in the state farm paper,
Bellview ia using her Vitanola a
one of the leading members in fce
literary acocietiea. Th Bunrbera ara
'
exceptionally popular.

re
Wetley Barry, the screen's
Jave'niU, la a sestet! ef his
Delectable "BellhopUms" that seasons
"Don't Ever Marry" with a (pice that
spsllt lauahs rivaling Waaler's freck-Iin number.
pre-sab-

m

Beginning immediately wc are placing on sale
every Silk Jersey Petticoat in our store.

$12 to $15 Values

For $5.00
III

Our Cliristmas Sale will include many new Hats
--latest models
at greatly reduced prices.

V

tale, a hortale, it'll make sin. . . Oh, it's a
feller bvea a rible tale is it" That's how Wesley
gal and she loves him but her dad Bary "Freckles" describes "Don't
won't have him in the familec. So
Ever Marry," the latest Marshal Nei-la- n
the feller and the gal they git smart
production which will be shown
you
an' her pa kicks the feller in
know the part an another gal an' at the Lyceum Theatre Saturday
feller gets all mixed in an' another night, December 18th. All prospec- femalo with a reputashun black as I tive brides and bridegrooms are urged

"Oh, it's a
your faces turn pale.

hor-ri-b- le

hor-ri-b- le

Mrs. 17, 6. Droomo

-

A

If

f I

J

)

v

it It is a gyser of giggles,
guaranteed to keep you in a conelnu-ou- s
'uproar of laughter from the time
it starts to the very last 'A famous
pessimist once said: "There are three

J '

I I

you to do but to die, according to
hie dope, but he's all wrong, for you
sMll have an opportunity to see thia
wonderful comedy cocktail in five
parts. Saturday night at the Lyceum.
get
A two reel Fox Sunshine Comedy,
you
things Jn life; you are born,
married and you die." So after you "Chase Me," and a Mutt and Jeff
nia married tchre Is nothing left for comedy cartoon will also be shown.

to see

FURNITURE PRICES DOWN
Down (Ms the prices of Furniture,
tovee and rugs. For two wmIu we
are cutting all our prices la the quick.
Take advantage of this offer and buy
There was a nice little snow fell in presents for the home for Christmas.
the Mounce community Sunday night. Clovis Furniture and Undertaking Co.
The farmers are very busy threshing and stacking feed.
WAS ABLE TO DIGEST STONES
There haa not ben very much Sunday school on account of the bad French Historian Has Left Deecrlp.
Stomach
tlon of Man With
leather.
That Was Remarkable.
The school pupils are anxious for
their Christmas vacation to come.
Theophlle Benolt, a French writer
The truck haa been very successful and historian, gives the following deso far. Has not missed a day and scription of a true Itthophagus or
r,
whom he encountered In
has not given very much trouble for
the northern part of France. "This
which we are glad.
man," states Benolt, "wfco answered to
Messrs. Robert Johnson and Jack the name of Brunda, not only
d
Sunday
Carson were Clovis visitors
flints an Inch and a half long,
week. What do you suppose Jack a full Inch broad and half an Inch
goes down south of town every Sun- thick, but any stones like marble
which he could reduce to powder. I
day for?
man with all the attenCharlie Vivian has returned home examined this
tion I possibly could, finding his gullet
from Roswell.
very Urge, his teeth exceedingly
Miss Helen Johnson has enrolled strong, his saliva very corrosive and
for school the rest of the winter at his stomach lower then usual a fact
which I Imputed to the vast number
Clovis.
J. R. Vivian is threshing this week. of flints which he had swallowed.
"Upon Interrogating one of the
Mr. Cox has completed the work on
friends I was told that
his house.
had been found three years
Brunda
C.
Johnson
who
Clovis
Walter
left
before In a northern uninhabited Isfor El Paso, Texas, some time ago, land, by the crew of a Dutch ship. 'I
has written home to his parents, Mr. can make him eat raw flesb with the
and Mrs. J. R. Johnson that he has stones,' said the man who was acting
reenlisted in the TJ. S. Army for three as his keeper, 'but I could never Inyears more. There surely must be duce him to swallow bread. He will
something very nice about army life drink water, wine and brandy, and apwhich Mr. Johnson likes. He has al- pears to he viry fond of tlio latter.
ready spent eight years in service, He sleeps 12 hours a dny, but always
In a sented posture, with his cliln restthree years overseas. He is now sta- ing on his knees. He smokes almost nil
tioned at Ft. Bliss, Texas.
th
time that he is not asleep or
J. Ott is threshing for Mr. Vivian. eating."
He threshed for Mr. Hardy last week.
FURNITURE REDUCED
Mr. Wagner and family have gone
on a visit to Washington.
Prices on furniture, rugs and
Miss Helen Johnson spent Thursday
tovet greatly reduced for the next
night in Clovis with friends.
Mrs. J. R. Johnson was very sick Two week.. Take advantage of theae
temnrk.ble bsrgains and .elect your
Saturday and Sunday.
useGee! it is almost Christmas, isn't phriitmat gifts with something
Clovis
home.
Furniture
ful
the
for
it? We wonder if Santa is jroinr to
leave for their new home at Terrell,
remember us all? There are several and Undertaking Co.
v;isp
Texns, A beautiful cut gla
of the young people planning on atNews Classified Ads get results. was presented to the guests of honor,
tending the Christmas tree at Ranch-val- e
Rev. C. D. Poston making the presenChristmas eve.
FAREWELL PARTY.
tation speech with very appropriate
Miss Helen Johnson and friends
Miss Lula Mitchell and Mr. Charlie
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Watson and fitting remarks.
At a late hour elaborate refreshRaleijrh, attended the dance at the very delightfully entertained a numElk's Home Thursday night.
ber of friends Friday evening in hon- ments were served to the following
guests: Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Stuart,
J. C. Brison spent one night last or of Mr. and Mr. W. J. Stuart.
week in the Woods home.
One pleasing and amusing part of Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Neal, Mr. and Mrs.
Who do you suppose it was that the evening's entertainment was a Andy Moore, Mrs. Bessie Moore, Mr.
was lucky or unlucky one Thursday piece of poetry written by each one and Mrs. Earl Cassel, Mr. and Mrs.
present, the subiect being about Mr. John Luikart, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
night?
Mr. and Mrs. John Howard,
Jiggs and Maggie ind Mrs. Stuart, who are soon to
MOUNCE ITEMS

.Ik

Store

irons
No. 3

Will open for business in Clovis in the Curren Building
Next door to the Journal office

stone-eate-

swal-lowe-

Next Saturday, December 18t

stone-eater-

With a Complete Stock of

Shoes, Clothing. Comforts and Blankets.
Hats, Shirts, etc.

's

Don't Fail to Look This Stock Over

The Surprise Stor

Win-stea-

A. ISENBERG, Prop.

Mr. and Mrs. Harvo Campbell, Mr.
and Mrs. R. M. Bishop, Mr. and Mrs.
S. Grisamore, Mr. and Mrs. James
Dennis, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Harrison,
Mr. and Mrs. G. P. Kuykendnll, Mr.
and Mrs. E. W. Reagan, Mr. and Mrs.
E. A. Story, Rev. and Mrs. C. D.
Poston, and son, Charles, and Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Collins.

FURNITURE PRICES DOWN
Down goei the price, of Furniture,
love, end rug.. For two week, we
are cutting ell our price, to the quick.
Take advantage of this offer and buy
preaent. for the home for Chrutma.
Clovi. Furniture and Undertaking Co.

Bring us your shopping list our stock is complete in every
line, and we are sure we can please you.
Tour interests are ours. Let us meet you.

CLUB

Big reduction in prices on furniMrs. A. W. Hockcnhull was
ture, rugs and stoves for next two
to the Woman's Club Tuesday afweeks. Clovis Furniture and Under- ternoon. There were twenty
taking Company.
present. Mrs. Dee Humphrey,

Why not resolve to make this a practical Christmas?
Give a useful gift. It will carry with it the Christmas spirit and serve a good purpose through the entire year. An
hardware stock such as
ours is has a suitable gift for every member of the
family.
up-to-da-

Our store is headquarters for everything in the Grocery line,
and we want to help you plan for that big Christmas dinner.

WOMAN'S

lender for the afternoon, read the
story of "The Other Wise
Man," by Van Dyke, this is considered his sweetest story.
Rending "The King's Temple,"
Sirs, Cornell.
Reading "The Modorn Elija,"Mrs.
Stevenson.
Mrs. W. Price was club guest.
The club will wnd twonty pairs of
pillow cas-- s to the girl's horns at
Helen next week.
Club adjourned to meet December
2Hth with Mrs. Ramey.

te

Come in and Look around
Wo will bo glad to

make suggestions

$

Roberts-Dearbor-

ne

Hardware Co.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

w.
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5, ST. NICK'S

DAY

Children of Holland and Franc Look
for Santa Claut Visit Early In
ths Month.

m
m

iii.

HWi

We have a selection of lingerie that will meet
ideas
the
of the most fastidious.
The prices are no higher than you have to pay
for articles that lack the daintiness, the exclusive-nes- s
of these.

If you love elegance, heauty and daintiness in

your lingerie and underclothing

TnE strict order of thlnRS
children should hnve hung
up their stocking for Santa
Clous on Doc. 0, unci rejoiced In his gifts. For It
was the feast of St. Nicholas, olios
Santa Clous. He has nothing whatever to do with ChrlHtmus, and his
anachvisit then It an
ronism, which cnine from America
fifty years ago. As their patron saint,
children were taught to look to Nicholas for care and protection. To show
the reality of his love for boys and
girls, parents related thnt ou his eve
he went up and down the earth rewarding the good with presents, as he
had In his life secretly thrown purses
of gold Into the rooms of poor maidens through the window.
Children
were taught to hang up their stockings which parents acting as the
saint's deputies tilled with sweets,
apples, nuts and tors. In England the
custom was oholiNhed with the worship of snlnts at tho Information,
In the Ameriand was
can gulso of Father Christmas In the
middle of Inst century.
Hut In Holland Snntn Clous makes
his visit on tho right day, Dec. 5. Instead of stockings the Dutch children
plnce their shoes, with straw In them
for the donkey on which N'cholas
rides, In front of the fireplace. In
the morning good children find presents there, but the shoes of the
naughty contain only a birch. The
custom Is the same In France. In
southern Austria, a young man, arrayed as St Nicholas, In episcopal
robes, visits each house and examines
the children In their catechism. To
those who answer well the saint's attendant angola give fruit and sweets,
while demons are admitted to terrorise the careless. On going to bed the
children place boskets or dishes on
the window sill for his future gifts.
Catholic Germany furnlBhes the transition between the origin f Nicholas
and modern Santa Onus. Arrayed as
Father Christmas, lie visits each home
and questions the children as to their
past conduct. For the good there are
cukes and fruit, and for all a lecture.
ne then asks what presents they
would like the Christ-chilto bring at
Christmas. London Dally Chronicle
f

AMessage to
The' armer!

Anglo-Suxo-

This has been an unusually pood crop year in Curry County,
and many of our fanners are realizing an enormous yield from
their grain crops.
Many wish to hold their grain until the market is better, and
are confronted with the problem of storage space.

If you want to hold your grain, and want to build a granary,
let us figure with you. We are headquarters for all building
supplies and we will be glad to help you with your plans.
See us today.

THE

d

FOR THEIR CHRISTMAS

Appropriate Decorations Add to the
Zest and Gayety of the Yuletlde
Festivities.

YF

l

Kemp SuntWCgrcigatiu
.i

neie'l
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R. DENHOF

REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
15

YEARS EXPERIENCE

Equipment
All Work Guaranteed

Latest Most

Up-to-D-

ate

DENHOF JEWELRY CO.
PHONE 97 FOB JOB PRINTING OF ALL KINDS.

through the snow; and therefore the
hostess should use a strip of snowy
cotton wool plentifully sprinkled with
frost for the table center. Purchase
a somcwhnt Inrgo Snnta Onus; be
will be most effective dressed In a
brown clonk with scarlet hood and
cap. A fancy basket In the form ot
a wheelbarrow or chariot will answer
the purpose for his sleigh, and should
be loaded with presents of all kinds.
Tho reindeer, which can be filled with
sweets, mny be harnessed to the sleigh
with scarlet ribbons on which have
been sewn a number of tiny bells.
At Intervals down the table place
boxes of bonbons In the form of Yule
logs, with gorlnnds of berried holly
and mistletoe arranged from log to
log, the menus to be In banner form,
each ono being held by a miniature
Father Christmas.
A Cinderella scheme for the supper
table Is pretty. For the center purchase from your florist the wire frame
of a conch. Cover It thinly with moss,
binding It on with hemp; then cover
It with scarlet germilums, attaching
the blossoms to the coach wit1; line
sliver wire; barnesa two
toy horses to It with ribbons to match
the geraniums. A smart little coachman and footman must be placed on
their respective places, and a doll to
represent Cinderella dressed for the
ball should be sitting Inside.
Appropriate presents to be placed
for the children would consist of a
slipper filled with sweeties for each
little boy, and a doll dressed as a
fairy In white gauze spotted with silver stars, holding a tiny wand, would
delight the heart of each little glrL
milk-whi-

The man who waits for building material demand to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.
There is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

Clovis, New Mexico
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FARMERS STATE BANE OF CLOVIS
We invite your business upon the most
terms consistent with prudent banking

--

Hll

TMJ

SUGGESTION

"Wefl have to economize thla
Christmas, my dear."
"Yea, but howf"
.
"I've an Idea. Ltt't give your reU
atlvee the same kind of cheap gifts
we always give my folks.'

,

It Right."
W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.

Special ' The Kentucky Iron Works,
TRIBUNE
AMARILLO
clubbing rate of only $6.50 for the
and general repair work.
cylDenartmentof the Interior, U. S. Daily Tribune and tho Clovis News We make a specialty of
Land Office at Fort Sumner, New for a short time only
inders and lathe orlc
Mexico, Nov. 29, 1920.
Notice Is hoieby given that Clar
ence L. McCIellan, of Clovis, N. M
who, on September 24, 1920, made
Homestead Entry No.
additional
LANE & SONS GRAIN COMPANY
017550, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
Implements, Coil and Grain
8 and 12. Sec 1: S'j NEV4. Sec. Z,
Township 1 S., Range 36 E., N. M. P.
Our Motto:
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
proof to es
to make Final Three-yea- r
Price The Thing"
tablish claim to the land above de
scribed, before C. V. Steed, Probate
See us before you sell.
Judge, in his office at Clovis, N. M.,
on the 6th day of January, 1921.
S. W. LANE, Manager
Claimant names as witnesses:
Baker O. Faville. James A. Moss,
Benjamin Franklin, Richard Pulliam,
all of Texico, N. M.
W. R. McGill, Register.
black-smithi-

fc

"The

A WOMAN'S BACK
The Aaviee of This Clovis Woman
is of Certain Value.
Many a woman'a back ha many
aches and pains.
Oft times It ia the kidney'i fault.
That's why Doan'a Kidney Pills
are so effective. Ask your neighbor.
Many Clovis women know this.
Read what one has to say about it:
Mrs. John W. Fisher, 608 W. Otero
Ave., Clovis, says "I suffered with an
awful weakness in my back and felt
My kidneys were weak
miserable.
and caused me much annoyance, and
many timea I was troubled with swelDizzy
ling: of my hands and feet
spells were common and flashes anH
specks came before my eyes, blurring my sight I waa all run down
when I began taking Doan'a Kidney
Pills. They quickly relieved me and
before long removed the trouble."
n
60c, at all dealers.
8
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
m they oannot rach
r. Thr !
dtnaavd portion of th
way to our catarrhal dealnea.
and that la by a eonatltutlonal remedy.
la cauard br an
Catarrhal Dcafn
oondltlon of tba raucoua llntnf of
lb Buataoblan Tub. When tbla tub la
Inflamed you bay a rumbling aound or
hetrlni, and when It la entirely
I
doted, Deatne
lb remit Unleia tb
Inflammation oaa b rduotd and thl tub
to Ite normal oondltlon,
hearlnf
Many
atroytd
of
wl.i b
deafne
ar aud by catarrh, which I
an Inflamed oondltlon of th mueoua uf
faooa. Hall's Catarrh fcudlcln
act thru
h blood
th mueoua aurfao ot th
by local application,

th
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Business Is Good
Full Line of Groceries
Snow White Flour

None Better

Work Clothes, Oil and Gas
Rawleigh's Remedies
We sell the celebrated W. W. Feed Grinder. If
you see this machine and its work, youll buy one.
THAT'S ALL.
Again the chilly days are here, and again we
extend to one and all our annual invitation to make

our store headquarters, whether to purchase or to
visit. You are alike welcome around our big red
stove.

only on

forr.

Tit for Tat
The Poet: "May I read yon my new
Christmas poem I"
W will fir On
Hundred Dollar for
The Musician: "Tea, If you'll let me any oaa ot Catarrhal Dwfne that cannot
bo cured by Hall's Catarrh Medicine.
play you my new Christmas cantata."
free. All Pruriiete, Tic
r. t. chens? e co.. tomo. tv
llegende Blatter.

tya.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Phone 97 for your Job Printing.

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.

To Built

Telephone No. 15

Foster-Milbur-

It is our earnest advise that you build now
that you come to us for your estimates.
Telephone 23

"It Costs No More

SANTA CLAUS

Is to be
present ut the Christmas par- ty nipper and of course he
ij should he Invited he may
appear in an automobile,
but In order to be quite orthodox be
should be driving his eight reindeer

LUMBER

l.ONG-REL- L

PARTY

PLAINS BUYING AND
SELLING ASSOCIATION
F. B. PAYNE, Manager
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County Superintendent J. M. Dick-leT. A. Brown of Texico, and J.
C. Berry of Amarillo, visited the
Pleasant Hill and Ranchvale
schools Tuesday.
i

LOCAL MENTION

Hol-len- c,

that time he has bien a witness far Few countries produce good crops
forty-eigof his neighbors in final i with the same regularity that Eastern
proof Cbvcs. He owns three quarters New Mexico does.
of land raises a crap every year.
Get our prices on Firestone tires
Farwell Tribune.
and tubes. We can make it worth
ht

Dr. Warriner, Chiropracter, will LET US FIGURE
your sidewalk.
give you surest results in chronic and Brick, tile and concrete work.
n
quickest in all acute troubles. Carver
Construction Co., room 26
graduate. Phone 101. Office 113'j Barry Bldg., Clovis, N. M.
South Main St.
Wm. Ogg, one of the proprietors of
C. H. DcLozior, one of the most the Boss & Ogg Cafe, says
Get our prices on Firestone tires
he thresh
and tubes. We can make It worth prosperous farmcra living near Pleas- ed forty-fiv- e
bushels of kaffir to the
your while.
ant Hill, N. M., eighteen miles from pcro on his farm south of town this
Farwell, was in the city this week, year. Mr. Ogg sr.ys he has been in
transacting, business. Mr. DeLozier Curry County ten years, and has had
hns lived in the Pleasanv Hill
a crop planted eight years on his
for fourteen years, During farm and has never made a failure.
The Famous Grocery will move
the building formerly occupied by
the Curren Agency. The latter firm
has moved across the street to the
Curren, building.

to

Brown-Thjmpso-

noigh-borhoo-

g((iMatfaj

your while.
BARRY HARDWARE CO.

' Mrs. Ralph Johnson of Hereford is
spending a few days in Clovis this
week visiting at the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Hardwick.

Pity the Home Without Music
This Christmas

Buy furniture for your home now.
Everything greatly reduced for two
week. Furniture has not come down
fin the market but we mutt reduce our
toclc Clovi. Furniture and Undertaking Company,

Just n yon would the one without all of tho
other fliiurn ihitt bring contentment, rlieor nnil
hamilni-vo- .
Thne is Hint about niusle tlmt uplifts,
ntlMiiilat.H iml hiingi forth n spirit words cannot
define. To reiille Hu rimlnist. tho niusleI'K homo bus
boon'.
but to biTomo a minlc-fllleA7KS!

I
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d

a

Music Is No Longer

Don't every marry and avoid a life of excuses and divorce
court matinees

Luxury
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There's a Grafonola at a
Price That Will Suit You
!
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New Columbia
Records Are Here

UMmH W

It"b.th

and "Go and Get
corking
Neilan production! and
l- bNow
picture.!
good
matrimonial mirthquak. in fiv
.hock.. If. a .cream.
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See and Hear a Grafonola

Complete Outfit

$2 73
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This Type H-- 2
Columbia Graf onola
Willi nny right
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Please send me Grafonola catalogs showing prices, styles

...

and finishes of all Crafonolas.
Name
Address-
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"Freckle." Barry with
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season's "Don't Ever Marry"
with a .PU. that .p.H. laugh.
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SOUTHWESTERN DRUG GO.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Marshall
Prospective bride, and bride
groom, especially ur

NEIEAN

COMEDY COCICTAIL

see thi. one.

IN

FIVE

'

Mix-up-

know.

s

Electric Lights, Lamp
tupplies.

ll

and

County Superintendent James' M.
Biekley visited tho Ranchvale and
Rose Valley school districts Thursday.

i

Ben

L.

who is a

Lyman of Huxtun Colo.,

of

brother-in-la-

F. A. Dil- -

Urn. Effie Wisinillcr of Wichita liner of this city, purchased this week
Falls, Texas, mude a business trip to through the Doughton Land Co.. 320
acres of land located two miles east
Clovis this week.
of Havener.
A nice piece of furniture or a rue
A nice piece of furniture or a
'will make a nice gift for any member
raf
of the family. Big two week, reduc will make a nice gift for any member
tion now on at Clovi. Furniture Co. of the family. Bin
wL' mini.
Jtion now on at Clovia Furniture Co.
For service, cither night or duy. in
AMARILLO
or out of town, call Dr. Warrincr,
TRIBUNE Special
Nine years continual clubbing rnto of only $0.50 for the
practice. Phone 101. Office 11311 Daily Tribune and tho Clovis News
for a short time only
South Main St.

In

TWO REEL FOX SUNSHINE COMEDY

"CHASE ME"
MUTT AND JEFF COMEDY CARTOON
AN ALL COMEDY PROGRAM

P

S

"Don't Ever Marry."

Special Added Attractions

if

Texico-Farwe-

Take it from a widower who

SWIGS

A Riot of Laughter and Matrimonial

R. P. Kiliibrcw made a business trip
Prevent that LaGrippe, Flu and
to Amarilla Wednixluy.
Pneum nita by seeing Dr. Warrlner.
Ho will keep your system in best posAlbert Thomas of
sible condition. Located at 1 13 V4 S.
was a Clovia visitor Wednesday.
,
Main St.

'

Buy furniture for your borne now.
Mrs. S. H. Moss of Melroso was
here Wednesday visiting her son, Ben Everything greatly reduced for two
week.. Furniture he. not come dowsi
Moss.
on (he market but we mu.t reduce oar
J. V. DcFord of Hopkins County, lock. Clovi. Furniture and Under
Texas, is here for a visit with his taking Company.
brother, L. M. DcFord. who is with
W. I. Luikart & Co.

V

The Harry Highfill place in the
Kentucky Heights Addition was sold
this week to W. B. Odoll. Mr. Odell
purchased this property or a home
and intends to occupy this place by
March lsj, ; The saje was fade by the
Doughton Land Co.
ltc
'X
1
Mrs. H. O. Wilson Of Oklahnmn
City is here this week visiting her
sister-in-laMrs. I. A. Whitoloy.
Mrs. Wilson is stopping off here
to California.

r

Three Shows C:30, 8:15 and 10:00

shtt

te

Mr. and Mrs. D. Turner ami Wil
son Whltclcy will arrive here next
week from Oklahoma Cll t
the holidays at the home of Wilson's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. A. Whiteley.

Make this a

Musical

Christcas I

Suggestive Gifts; Violins, Guitars, Mandellns,Ukuleles, Banjoes, French Harps, Pianos,
Phonographs,
Horns, Player
Rolls, Records, Sheet Music,
Music Satchels, Music and Player Roll Cabinets. Come Eariy.
Phone 145

119 E. Monroe

Croft Music Co.
Everything Musical

,

JL.

Second Section

Second Section
Official Paper of U. S. Land Ofce

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County

$2.00 PER YEAR
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fGIFTS THAT LAST
I

JL

I

A Gift of Jewelry will remind them of you during the years
to come. Our name on the Box is Your Guarantee
of Quality.

n

i

i
'X

&3

A FEW SUGGESTIONS

I

PLATINUM AND DIAMOND BAR PINS, $50.00
AND UP.

PLATINUM AND DIAMOND RINGS, $50.00 UP.
NEW SANTOIR WATCHES, $50.00 AND UP.
LATEST BRACELET WATCHES, $20.00 AND UP.
NEW LODCE EMBLEMS.
MEN'S BELTS AND BUCKLES.
PEARL NECKLACES, $5.00 AND UP.

SONORA PHONOGRAPHS,

STONE SET LADIES' RINGS, $3.50 UP.
MAHOGANY CANDLESTICKS, $2.50 to $4.00.

IVORY TOILET SETS, $15.00 to $70.00.

I

ELCIN

AND

1

WALTHAM

MEN'S

WATCHES,

GIRLS' BRACELET
WATCHES
Specially Priced
. $15.00 to $25.00

wt

SETH THOMAS CHIME CLOCKS, $75.00.
SETH THOMAS MAHOGANY CLOCKS, $15.00.

CUT GLASS BOWLS, $7.00

BIG BEN CLOCKS, $3.75.

CUT CLASS PIECES, $ 2.00 to $25.00

SILVER WATER PITCHERS, $16.00 to $35.00.
SILVER AND NICKEL P YREX BAKING DISHES,

BAVARIAN CHINA DINNER SETS, 100 PIECE

CUT GLASS NAPPIES, $2.00 to $5.00.

SETS, $115.00 to $130.00.
HAND PAINTED CHINA PIECES, $1.00 to $15.00

MEN'S WATCH CHAINS, $3.00 to $25.00.

EVERSHARP PENCILS, $1.00 to $6.00.

CUFF LINKS, $2.00 to $75.00.

KRAKER & SHEAFFER PENS, $2.50 to $12.00.

SCARF PINS, $1.00 to $50.00.

tt

BOYS' WATCHES

a mrnvn

tTNrfia

2

$75.00

to $250.00

TuMtMIHIUMl'

EMERSON RECORDS
NEW SELECTIONS

Specials

to $20.00

1

to $20.00.

SILVER NOVELTIES, $1.00 AND UP.

t
$5.00

to $35.00.

MAHOGANY TRAYS, $6.00 to $30.00.

SILVER VASES, $3.00 AND UP.

CAMEO RINGS $5.00 to $35.00.

t

IVORY PIECES, 75c to $15.00.

$6.00 to $15.00.

$20.00 to $100.00.
V3

J

CUT GLASS WATER SETS, $10.00

HAMILTON AND HOWARD MEN'S WATCHES,
$40.00 to $90.00

$65.00 to $235.00.

SIGNET RINGS, $3.00 to $25.00.

SPECIAL, EACH 75c

Mtllltll

We will be glad to help you select presents for every
member of the family

4h44
Grandma, Grandpa, Father or Mother would appreciate a pair of Kryptok Glasses for
a Christmas Gift We guarantee perfect satisfaction. Our Optical
Department is the most complete in the State.

De'nhof Jewelry Company
ft:

8

Santa Fe Watch Inspector

'MW

-

Best Jewelry Store in New Mexico

1

1

... V
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RANCHVALE SCHOOL NOTES

ANNOUNCEMENT
(Received too late for lust issue)
Last Thursday Mr. and Mrs. Craig
and Roy Hunter of Texico visited us
and saw our new building.
A. S. Vonsey and wife, and R. I
Duke and wife cf Clovis attended
church here Sunday.
Brothers Hutfield
and Kyle of
Clovis held services here Sunday af
ternoon. The auditorium was crowd'
ed to the limit.
Next Sunday evening at 6:30 sing
ing will begin in the auditorium. No
mistake about this announcement.
Fathers and mothers, this singing is
as much yours as your children's.
Come and enjoy it, thereby making
yourself happier and endorsing for
your children what, if conducted
right, what will be a benefit to them.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman, Misses Forest and Mozer enjoyed a nice day
Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Claud Byers.
Mrs. Maxwell accompanied Mr. and
Mrs. J. O. Carpenter to Grady on Friday eve, returning Sunday afternoon.

CRAMER

ifrrsrsaxi

'

Electric Filling
Station
Under New Management

H. L. Williams, formerly with Buick Motor Company and Delco.
W. H. Williams, formerly with Autolite Electric Co. and Stephens.
Motor Company

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
9 45 a. m.
Bible School
Communion and morning
worship
11:00 n. m.
Jr. Y. P. S. C. E
3:00 p. m.
Int. Y. P. S. C. E
0:00 p. m.
Sr. Y. P. S. C. E
6:00 p. m.
Evening worship
7:00 p, m.
Mid Week Prayer Service
Wednesday evening
7:00 p. m.
"I never heard the gospel presented that way," said a man as he shook
hands with the minhter at the close
of last Sunday morning's service.
"I'm coming to hear all of this series.
I've never belonged to church because the message of the church was
not sufficient."
Do you feel that way about it? Do
you feel that the church should have
a greater program than just Sunday
servics and r. message fir eternity?
Would you like t. see her mnist?ring
to the helpless and t!u needy, the
:"' ?.r.d afflicted?
The program of the church's work
is being fully presented in the series
o! services now being conducted at
the Christian Church up in the general subject: "The; Church We Need."
The minister will prorch on Sunday
morr.irg cn the thought, "Purity."
The messages are strikingly original
and vibrant with power. Come aiid
hear them.
C. D. POSTO.V, Minister.

E. S. Mitchell, Electric Service Man
Have purchased the Electric Filling Station and are in a
position to render efficient service in repairing all makes
of Autos.
No unscrupulous mechanics

All members of the firm.

We don't want your money until you are satisfied.
Let your Auto Troubles B Ours
We handle nothing but the best in Gas, Oil, Greases and Auto
Accessories

Everything for your auto.
Miller and Ajax Tires and Tubes

The Boys That Are Gome to Stay
HELP US TO GROW
CLOVIS, N. M.

PHONE 64

SPECIAL ELECTION
for rtate office in the field.
PROBABLY WILL BE
Another amendment probably will
CALLED NEXT YEAR be one reducing the personnel of the
corporation commission from three to
That a special election will be call- one member. The reduction probably
ed for an early date in September, won't be accomplished at one slash.
next year for the adoption or rejec- In legislative' circles gradual cutting
tion of constitutional amendments is down is favored the elimination of
believed practically certain by Incom- one commissioner in 1023, when his
ing members of the legislature.
term expires, and the dropping of the
The pledges in the Republican plat- second two years later, when his term
form and the recommendations of the ends.
special revenue commission, if adoptOther amendments which will be
ed by the legislature, will require submitted provided the legislature
several amendments and men who takes the initial steps, are tnose sugwill be active in the senate and house, gested by the special revenue comfavor the submission of the proposed mission and republican plcdgei callamendments at a special election.
ing for revision of the budget law,
One of the amendments to be subthe transfer of the control of the pubmitted at that time will place women lic lands to a commission of several
on an equality with men In holding or more.
political office. The constitution now
debars them from holding state offices and the republican platform carries a pledge to lift the inhibition.
CAMERON NEWS
The adoption of the amendment at
4
special election would permit the
nomination of women candidates for
The singing at the home of A. A.
loffice at the next regular election Dethrage Sunday night was attended
and, following the precedent set by by a laige crowd who were compelled
other states, both the republicsn and to go homo in the snow storm that
democratic parties probably would blew up during the service.
place at least one woman candidate
Arthur CamcTon, little son of Mr.

FOR 12 YEARS
RELIABLE
RESPECTFUL
REASONABLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL

PRIVATE AMBULANCE
Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
JOHNSON BROS.

Day Phone 211

Night Phone 235

and Mrs. J. D. Cameron, has been
quite sick for the past few days with
a sevsrr. cold.
Mrs. Yola Johnston wns quite sick
last week.
J. C. Woods and son freighted
wheat to Clevis last week.
The Bjney school house was racked
to its capacity at the pie suppe, Sat
urday night. The proceeds amounted
to $101.30, which is to bo used for
the Christmrs tree on Christmas eve.
H. L. Caughran were the srucsts of
Mr. and Mrs. J. Z. Islcr Sunday.
A. W. Cameron and sons butchered
a beef one d ty last week.
Dr. Halo and wifo returned Satur
day from a trip to Cr.lifornia.
Bern, to Mr. and Mrs. Georcre
Simpson, Pec. 10, a baby girl.
J. H. Hclslcy has some fine watermelons which ho is selling for thirty
the cents each.
At the pie supper Saturday night
the cake brought $16.62 and was
awarded to Miss Lula Lobban.
Mrs. Vick of Texas is spending
a few months here with her daughter,
Mrs. Lee Watkins. She spent Thursday night at the Cameron home.
Mrs. Lizzie Wilkinson and little
daughter, Lucille, left from Clovis
tor Mineral Wells, Texas, where they
expect to spend the winter. Roy Wilkinson is caring for their stock here.
The Star mail from Clovis fuiled
to make the regular trips last week
on account of bad roads.
Rev. A. W. Cameron conducted the
funeral services of Mr. Withcrspoon's
little son, last Thursday, who died
of diphtheria at Bcllvlew.
James Render came in from Kentucky Thursday to visit his sister,
Mrs. Geneva Baker.
Angelo Youngblood and family of
Lefors, Texas, arrived Monday to
spend the holidays with relatives here.
Mr. Paul Mote and Miss Edith Hubble were united in marriage at Clovis
Tuesday noon In the presence of Mrs.
Ella Isler, Mrs. Winnie Dethrage, and
Phil Mote. Both parties are well
known here, this being their home,,
although Paul spent fsuT years in the
the U. S. Marine service, arriving
home last July. They will be at home
on the Dethrage farm of which they
have charge this year.
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One gift you should present to your family each
day in the year is food prepared with

Sunlight Flour
Cramer Hill

Elevators Co.

A.

WE WANT YOUR GRAIN

I

however a certain ad,
There
vantage in being a fool. They are
The farmer who has a bumper crop invarihly happy.
of corn und is wondering whether it
The News Classified ads get results
is worth harvesting, will do well to
figure out just what he can buy with Try them phone 07.
this corn. At the prevailing prices
100 lbs. of corn equals ubout 105
lbs of coal., 12 lbs. of flour, 7 lbs. of
sugar, about l'i lbs. of good coffee, OUCH! ANOTHER
about i lbs. butter, about 1 dozen
eggs, 17 nickel packages of chewing RHEUMATIC TWINGE
gum, 8 cigars, enough smoking
to lost the average farmer far Get busy and relieve those pain
tvlth that handy bottle of
interest in a pair
a week,
Sloan's Liniment
of shoes for the wife, a pair of stockings for one of the children, and if
Sloan's does, It does thor
your jitney is in good shape enough WHAT
penettatet vUhoul rub
lint to the afflicted part and
gasoline to make the round trip to
promptly relieves most kinds of extertown and back to the ranch.
nal paint and orlics. You'll find it
Ketp it
One thing is certain the present dean and
conditions cannot last. The farmer handy for sciatica, lumlnco, neuralgia,
stilt
muscles,
joints, buck
who is in a position to hold his corn ache, pains, bruises,
stratus, sprains,
will be rewarded when the storm i
tad weather
For 31) years Slum's Liniment has
over. Clayton .News.
Iclped thousand the world over. You
aren't likely to be an exception. It ccr
tuinly docaprodurercnuUs.
7lW-All ,lrlli.Ll
PILLS
CHICHESTER
100 LBS. CORN WILL BUY WHAT?

.
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Presents for
the Smoker
WHY NOT A PIPE FOR CHRISTMAS?
WHY NOT A BOX OF CIGARS?
WHY NOT A JAR OF TOBACCO?

WHY NOT ALL OF THEM
We have in stock an attractive line of Pipes ordered for the
holiday trade. Most men arc smokers and dearly love a good
pipe. Give him one and make him happy.
Our cigars and tobacco have the quality and aroma that calls
for more. A very appropriate and welcome gift for any smoker

,

Automobile tourists passed through
Los Angolcs at the rate of 5,000 per
month.
Wise men say sweet things to their
wives. It has its reward at meal
times.

Christphers Candy
Finest in the World
BOX AND BULK

t

See our line of Christmas Greeting Cards
THE LATEST THING OUT

'ost Office News Stand
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D lamon

Owing to the peculiar condition of the money market we purchased from a
big Diamond concern in the East a quantity of Diamonds at a remarkably low
figure. We bought these Diamonds at a close price by paying the SPOT CASH
and taking advantage of all discounts. They are now going to be passed along
to our customers at prices that make each one of them a wonderful investment.

1

CHRIST MA

PIAMOKlftS

Nothing equals a diamond as a Christmas Gift. Come in and look over this
wonderful selection and make your choice early. We can positively save you
some money and remember everyone has OUR ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE.

These Values Can Also
Be Obtained at

W

v4

These Values Can Also
Be Obtainedat
THE OPTICAL SHOP

THE OPTICAL SHOP
112 N.MA1N

ST.

CLOVIS, N.MEX.

wm mm, m
Didn't Look Like Police.
Pport Is milking great stride In
France, but the police occasionally
make strange mistakes when they see
long line of runners sprinting ulong
the ronils and across country.
Nut long ago nt Vlncennes a number
of young nthletos from the mllltnry
school of sport were Indulging In n
paper chnse through the woods when
they wero arrested by gendarmes for
being Improperly dressed. They were
all In white vests and running short.
The gendarmes, however, hnd appar
ently not heard of such Articles of
or of the military school of sport.
Protests made by the colonel In command hnd no effect.
A few days Inter, however, when the
local gendarmes made a fresh haul of
n dozen athletes, they realized their er- rur, for the lender explained that he
was on Inspector of pollco nnd thnt
the runners behind him were nil Paris
policemen enjoying a fortnight's training. Krotn the Continental Edition of
tbo London Mail.
nt-ti-

MAKE THIS A

Practical Christmas
Give distinctive gifts that will always serve as a
reminder of your thoughtfulness.

Nothing rnaks a nicer Christmas present than a good piece
of furniture, a nice rug, or a cedar chest.

RANCHVALE

NEWS

The baby of Mr. and Mrs. F. M.
Groves is very sick.
Miss Gladys Matthews, on account
of sickness, has been unable to teach
for the pabt three days.
John Bohar.non is steering the F.
W. D. school truck.
Most of our young bloods and the
teachers attended the ball game in the
Saturday
Clovis school auditorium
evening:.
Young; County, Texas,
his daughter, Mrs Hcndrix.
The entertainment in the auditor
ium given by Miss Mozer's pupils and
both societies was, by the public,
pronounced a success.
Farmers in this section are about
through threshing grain but not much
kelling. If provisions would tumble
as grain has, the can that would an
swer the farmer's call would be
loaded to the limit.
Singing Sunday night was pleas
ant and profitable. Short on account
of the snow. Next meeting on next
Sunday at 6:30 p. m. Citizens, this
singing is what you make it.
Our boys lost the third game to
Pleasant Hill last Saturday evening,
but boys, you'll do some hustling if
you win all the points over us In the
spring track meet If you do our hat
is off to you then as now.

Mr.

Furr of

lis visiting-

-

east quarter of Section 1, Township 8
North, Range 36 east; aa will fully
appear by the complaint herein j and
that unless you be and appear in said
court or file answer herein, on or be
fore the 1st day of February, 1921,
and judgment by
decree
default will be taken against you.
Witness my hand as Clerk and the
seal of said court this 11th day of
December, 1920.
(SEAL)
W. C. ZERWER, Clerk.
Walter W. Mayes, Clovis, New
Mexico, Attorney for Plaintiff.
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12-1-

The United States has one infantry
division, or 12,000 men, upon the
Rhine, two years after the close of
the war.

After four years the ban on bull
fighting In Mexico has been lifted.
News Classified ads get results.
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MILES

Side Whisker Back In London,
The London exquisite Is doing hit
SECOND-HANbest to cultivate side whiskers, a fash- STORE
Ion thnt was somewhat frowned upon
Moved to Old Home Bakery, one
a few yenrs ago when Lord Kocksav- door west of Cotter Hotel. We buy
age Attempted Its resurrection. But
furniture. Aland sell second-han- d
In
war
days
before
the
the
that wns
Singer
sewing maso
new
sell
we
and probably It Is as a change from
Trade
chines.
take
in old maand
the regulation military mustache of
chines on new ones.
the Insc five or sis years thnt British
Call and see us.
young men of today are growing tufts
of hnlr In front of their ears with most
hideous result
rw .
Tbo earl of Lonsdale And his brother, the Hon. Lancelot Lowther, have
always been famous In the fashionable
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.
world for wearing "sideboards," but In
this hirsute face fitting they are usual-l- y
To William Franklin Smith, Mary
credited with a desire to suggest the
"sporting" atmosphere In which they Jane Smith, (the name Mary Jane be
a'O generally to be found.
ing fictitious for the reason her true
name is unknown) wife of said Will
Biggest Freezer In World.
iam Franklin Smith: The unknown
Tbo biggest freezer In the world, heirs of said William Franklin Smith
with a capacity of SO.OOO.OtX) pounds, and Mary Jane Smith, if deceased;
has Just been completed and Is now In and nil unknown claimants of interests
With a good drink
operation at tbo Chicago plant of a
in the premises herein described adhirire meat nacklng concern. It has
You are here
our fountain.
been erected for the dual purpose of verse to the Plaintiff:
freezing meat products, particularly by notified that a suit has been comfor export, and of stming products menced against you and is now pendClean and Sanitary
iliirlnir I he ncrlod of heavy production, ing in the District Court of Curry
to Inr iire a supply at all times. The County, New Mexico, in which S. J.
Ask your friends.
building Is ten stories high nnd was Pieratt la plaintiff and you are de- erected nt a cost of ?2,000,000.
fendants, said cause being No. 1697
on the docket thereof, the object and
general nature of which is to quiet
the title of plaintiff, and to debar and
estop you and each of you and all per
sons claiming under you or any of you
from having or claiming any interest
or estate In and to the following real
estate situate In Curry County, New
: The north half of the
Mexico, it
quarter, the southeast
northwest
SUnthter Marray, Proprietor.
POOR
quarter of the northwest quarter and
TURKEYS
the northwest quarter of the north
Grindstone to

W.
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Help Settle
The Dust...

They make the entire year a happy one.
And these arc only a few of the many practical gifts you will
find in our store.
Conic in and we will be glad to talk over your Christmas
shopping problems with you.

at

Let's Go To

Harris Furniture Co.
CLOVIS, N. M.
Street
Main
North
114y2

PHONE 86

MURRAY'S

to-w-

Ax:
boy

Weil, old
we better

Confectionery
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Make Him
cltXtS

Happy!

It

OUR LARGE STOCK OF MEN'S FURNISHINGS WILL PRESENT YOU AN
IDEAL SELECTION TO PLEASE THE
MAN OF THE HOUSE. LET US HELP
YOU SOLVE YOUR CHRISTMAS

SHOP-PIN-

G

Christ-Christm-

as

PROBLEMS.

3Q
Special Bargains for the Holiday Shopper
Suits.

Sweaters.

Packard or Nettleton Shoes.

Silk and

High Top Lace Boots.

Hand Bags.

Socks.

all-wo-

Fur Caps.

Silk or Outing Pajamas.

Silk Mufflers.

Overcoats.

House Slippers.

Handkerchiefs, all kinds.

Fur Collars for Overcoats.

Bath Robes.

Shirts, any kind.

A Muffler is an
gift for the man.

Gloves.
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CLEANING

sL.

PRESSING

TAILORING

METHODIST CHURCH

Senior League, 6:00 p. m. Splen- CASE OF PLA1NVIEW MAN
did program with announcements for
IS PUZZLE TO PHYSICIANS
a coming good time.
Plninview, Texas, Dec. 13. M. E.
Come to the Friendly Church.
Moses, young business man cf Plain-vieR. B. Freeman, Pastor.
is in the Lubbock sanitarium

At the Methodist church December
19th, 1020.
Sunday school, 9:4!. Splendid
teachers and clauses for all.
Hear the word morning and evening by the pastor, Rev. R. B. Freeman. 11:00 a. m. and 7:00 p. m.
"Our present needs and how to sup
ply them." You will be interested.

For Her
I

f
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Lovely Silk Underwear, Gowns
to go at $7.50
All hand embroidered.
Philippine Underwear, Excellent Quality for Little Money.

Purses

i

AMARILLO TRIBUNE Special
clubbing rate of only $0.50 for the
Daily Tribune' and the Clovis News
for a short time only
Phone 97 for your Job Printing.

suffering from partial blindness. Mr.
Moses' case is a peculiar one and is
puzzling physicians. He can see normally when looking directly forward
but is unable to see to either aids. He
was stricken here early In the week.
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Surprise her with a beautiful
Satin Kimona, THAT SHE

LOVES BEST.
We have them in many different
colors.

J

Good looking ones, Silk

Petticoats, Bloomers, Pretty Blouses, Bath Robes, and many other articles for Holiday

(i

Gifts..
We also have story books and a few toys for the kiddies.

Dresses! Dresses!!
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AURJORIE DAW MATT MOORE and WESLEY BARRY

SATURDAY WILL BE A SPECIAL DAY FOR DRESSES-S- EE
THEM ONLY $15.00

in UUn

V

Marshall Nallaa has created a mas-twork of lia, siullng entartaia-Mi- ll
la "Don't Ever Marry" A
hubby
mirth quaka with a newly-mad- e
and thras wivae who claim him.
An electrician sparks his way into
secret marriage by short circuiting
a
whose 'olm venture
Inspires her warning "Don't Ever
Marry." Contact with an unsuspectbrings batteries of
ing father-in-lag
complications while the
girl pessimist turns the confidence
Into a weapon to compel the bride
groom, to pose as her husband to low

ar

h
S. Grisamore & Co.

w

Clovis, N. M.

US)!

Gifts.

PHONE 258

rn

PH

Ties make splendid

In Fact We Have a Complete Line of Gifts for Any Man

mirth-quakin-
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er the amperage of her own family's be interesting.
Of such complication
ambitions for her. Trouble shooters
a this humorous, interesting Marshall
have six thousand feet of reel excitement untangling the predicament Noilan production "Don't Eever Marof a man whose first and only "I DO" ry" which will be the main attraction
gives him three wives.
at the Lyceum Saturday night, DeWhen three women claim one man cember 18th.

All prospective brides)

for a husband it is bound to create and bridegrooms are especially urged

trouble. When he really loves one of
them his explanation in regard to the
other-tw- o
are bound to be funny to
anyone not involved. Also, when It
develops that the other two wouldn't
have him far a husband on a bet, their
reasons for claiming him are sure to

to see this geyser of giggles. And it
will brighten the lives of those who
have already taken the final step, so
be there Saturday night A
Pox Sunshine comedy, "Chase Me"
and a Mutt and Jeff cartoon will alio be shown.

THE CLOVIS NEWS.
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O. P. WALTERS TO CLOVIS.
Mr. 0. P. Walters, manager of the
Ruilwayg Ice and Coi Company at
Woodward, has been transferred to
Clovis, N. M, The manager of the
company at Shuttuck will come to
Woodward, and the manager at For-ga- n
goes to Shuttuck. All transfers
are promotions and will be effective
at once.
The people of Woodward will miss
Mr. and Mrs. Walters, who have been
in all movements for a better Woodward, both being active workers in
tho Presbyterian church and Sunday
school.
Mr. Walters, as an active worker
in the Chamber of Commerce, gave
hi) time and money to help promote
every enterprise that Woodward hat
He served on many
established.
committeei appointed at the Monday
noon lunches and did the work required.
Woodward will lose two
valuable citizens with the departure
of Mr. and Mrs. Walters, but our loss
vill be a gain for Clovto, where they
Trill continue the good work they have
so faithfully performed in our city
and we know that in clovis will re- tide two good people who will say
many kind words for our city.
Woodward Democrat.
Mr. Walters arrived in Clovis last
week and has already tuken charge of
the company's business at this place,

m

REMOVAL
SALE GOING
ON NOW

REMOVAL
SALE GOING
ON NOW

$

MANDE ITT
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"The Store of Quality"

Make It a Good

Old-Fashion-

Men's Suits

od

Including Hart Schaffner & Marx, Fashion Park and
Clothcraft

Christmas with Every Friend

$70.00, $72.50

and $75.00 Mn's Suits

Removal Sale Price
$65.00 and $69.50 Values,
$60.00 and $62.50 Values,
$52.50 and $57.50 Values,
$47.50 and $50.00 Values,
$42.50 and $45.00 Values,
$32.50 and $37.50 Values,
$27.50 and $30.00 Values,

Remembered
The greatest joy in giving comes with the knowledge that no
one has been neglected and that your gifts are all that you want
them to be. Our Christmas stocks cover such an extensive range
of gift goods and prices are so much lower than for many seasons
past, that everyone can feel privileged to buy freely this Christmasto think of every friend and give generously.

$53.95

Removal
Removal
Removal
Removal
Removal
Removal
Removal

Sale Price $47.65
Sale Price $44.65
Sale Price $38.95
Sale Price $34.95
Sale Price $31.45
Sale Price $23.95
Sale Price $19.85

Men's Underwear
Union Suits
$7.00
$6.50
$5.00
$4.50
$4.00
$3.50
$3.00
$2.50

PAYS $50 FOR ONE
GALLON OF WATER
Plainview, Dec. 14. Fifty dollars a
gallon is tho price paid for water by a
man here recently. However, he did
not know that he was buying Just
plain water when he mado the purchase. He was approached by a mr.n
who offered to sell him "something
to drink." When tho vendor was asked the prise, the answer was $50 a
gallon. The transaction was made,
tho purchaser paying the vendor his
price for the liquid. Later when the
purchaser sampled his purchase, he
learned that he had bought plain, artesian water.

Values, Removal Sale Price
.Values, Rmoval Sale Price
Value, Removal Sale Price
Value, Removal Sale Price
Value, Removal Sale Price
Value, Removal Sale Price
Value, Removal Sale Price
Value, Removal Sale Price

$5.79
$4.93
$3.89
$2.98
$2.89
$2.64
$2.19
$1.98

Flannel Shirts
$8.75
$7.50
$6.50
$5.00
$4.00

Values, Removal Sale Price
Regulation Army Shirt, Removal Sale
Value, Removal Sale Price.
and $5.50 Values, Removal Sale Price
and $4.50 Values, Removal Sale Price

CHURCH OF COD

$6.79
$5.89
$5.19
$3.98
$3.29

Men's Ties

Preaching at 11:00 a. m. and 7:00
p. m. every Lord's Day.
Sunday school at 10:00 a. m.
Prayer Meeting every Wednesday
evening at 7:00 o'clock.
Chapel located at 621 North Wallace Street
A cordial invitation to all.

,IPifl&M

SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASS
ENTERTAINED
Mrs. Hsrve Campbell very delightfully entertained the Bcrcan Class of
the Christian Sunday School Wednes
day afternoon. A very Interesting
and pleasant afternoon was spent in
games and contests of various kinds.
Delicious refreshments were served
to Mesdames Bishop, Luiksrt, Kuy
kendall, Johnson, Hartley, Howard,
Collins, Shipley and Poston. The
gueata were Mrs. Earl Cassel and Miss
'Minnie Rogers.

1

MUFFLERS
HOUSE SLIPPERS

OVERCOATS
HATS

m

Men's Overalls

SHOES

CAPS

Best Grade at per pair

AT REMOVAL PRICES

NOTICE OF SUIT.

four-in-hand-

$3.69
$3.19
$2.79
$2.27
$1.89
$1.59
69c

$12.50 to $18.50 Values, Removal Sale Price. $ 8.45
$9.00 to $10.50 Values, Removal Sale Price.. $6.45
$7.75 to $8.50 Values, Removal Sale Price
$5.65
$4.50 Madras Shirts, Removal Sale Price
$3.39
$4.00 Values, Removal Sale Price
$2.89
$3.50 Values, Removal Sale Price
$2.49
$3.00 Values, Removal Sale Price
$1.98

GLOVES

BELTS

"

Silk Shirts

SMOKING JACKETS

BATH ROBES

Values, Removal Sale Price
Values, Removal Sale Price
Values, Removal Sale Price
Values, Rmoval Sale Price
Values, Removal Sale Price
Values, Removal Sale Price
s
at
lot of

$5.00
$4.00
$3.50
$3.00
$2.50
$2.00

,

$2.00

To the Defendants, Drew Dunn, C.
Walter Pettitte, C. H. Stag-ne- r
and Amos Killen:
One lot of Men's Caps
98c
98c
You, the above named defendant
Wilson Bros. Silk Hose, Removal
$1.25
Caps
20
OFF
All
other
nd each of you, are horoby notified
79c
$1.00 Wilson Bros. Silk Hose, Removal Price
that suit has been filed and is now
cotton
Hose
Curpending in the District Court of
25 dozen black and brown
ry County, New Mexico, wherein Jeff
15c
25c Value, Removal Sale Price
8. Williams is plaintiff and you the
59c
Price
Removal
Wool
Hose,
85c Grey, Heavy
aid Drew Dunn, C. J. Wyatt, Walter
Pettitte, C. H. Stagner and Amcss
Killen are defendants, that said suit
is numbered 1601 on the Civil docket
of said Court, and Patton ft Hatch,
be, under restraining or- is the first word on the poster.
Land is. Anyone buying intoxicating
whose postoffice address is Clovis, general object of aaid suit are as sum of $1,200, $136.63 accruod ates used to
acders
against
and
from
goes
possible
Court,
the
beverages
on
1920,
April
Federal
to
inform
the
28,
to
here will be held In conIt
the
six
interest
on
for
attorneys
Judgment
New Mexico, are
follows: to obtain
thirsty that: "This place has been re- tempt of court and prosecuted with
at 8 por violation of the prohibition.
plaintiff.
notes executed by Drew Dunn and C. cruing interest thereafter
of
"Beware" in letters two feet high, strained from selling liquor by Judge the proprietor."
You aro further notified that the J. Wyatt to the plaintiff in the total annum until paid, the further sum
$136.63 attorney's fees and for a
further judgment against all of the
above named defendants for the foreclosure of that certain vendor's lien
retained in said notes and in the deed
deconveying premises hcrenfter
scribed from Jeff S. Williams to
Drew Dunn and C. J. Wyatt, and
said lien is upon and covers the
which
of the City
Statement of tho Finnnciul Condition
Southeast Quarter of Section Five,
Closo ol
the
at
Mexico,
New
Clovis.
of
Township Three North, Range Thir
Business October 81, 1920.
$14,167.70
East, in Curry County, New
r.nnornl Fund Ol)
Mexico, and which lien was given and
Water and Light Fund.... $9,029.87
Interest fund
f "-"retained to secure the payment of
6,428.69
Sinking Fund
the aforesaid note.
1,946.89
Tre.surer
of
hand,
B.l. in
$16,104.69
You will further take notice that
unless you appear herein on or be122,000.00
!
I
;
YOUR BUSINESS APPRECIATED
Warrants outstanding
fore the 29th day of January, A. D.
6,762.00
Bills Payable
be
Of
will
judgment
by
1921,
default
$
Cash on Hand
against you and each of you
rendered
Cash In Bank.....- JJJ."
and the plaintiff will apply to the
Cash In hands of Treasu'r 1,946.89
Total outaUndlng Indebted-nes- s
Court for the relief prayed for in
not covered by funds 26,442.62
his said complaint
Witness my hand and seal this 15th
$28,752.00 $28,752.00
O. W. SINGLETON
day of December, A. D. 1920.
The above statement does not Include water
i
O. E. DENNIS
meter, bought and not paid for m it U my
(SEAL)
.W. C. ZERWER,
that these were Intended to be paidIt for
12-- 1
4 tc
County Clerk.
E.
LINDLEY
does
Neither
out of the water bond Issue.
i
S. A. JONES
purchase price of- condenser as same has not
per terms
"NO BOOZE TODAY," SAY
been placed In working- condition and asuntil workO.
S.
HART
chargeable
be
CHICAGO SALOON SIGNS
of purchase would not
CASH RAMEY
ing satisfactorily.
of
best
the
to
correct
and
The above is true
Directors
Chicago, 111. Hundreds of Chica- -my knowledge
City Clerk.
m uiliwins hloutmed out with lanre
X yellow "quarantine signs" over the
&
door warning the world that liquor
must not be purchased within."
The saloons are posted, ss Inebri

Men's Hose

J. Wyatt,

Men's Caps

We Give

Price.

at

S.&H.

at

Men's and Boys' Mackinaws
20 Off

Trading Stamps

1

A Safe, Sound and
Strong Bank

City Financial Statement

ty-thr-

J

...

I

under-standi-

Tho Gitizons Bank of Clovis

I

ng

J.

"GADER,

O

4

'

16, 1920.
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We Solicit a Share of

Your Grocery
usiness
Wc have opened a grocery store at the corner
or West drawl Avenue and Connelly Street in the
building known as the old Lone Star Wagon Yard
and we solicit a share of your grocery business. We
are out of the high price rent district and can give
our customers the benefit of a great saving on many
items in the grocery line.
Our stock is complete.
...!,-- ' ' .
H "'!
j,
Call and see us.

FAflDOTOW

I

PABK

PA3SX

,

Willmon Brothers
Corner Grand Ave. and Connelly St.

JULIA BAKER MARRIED.

MISS

What is believed to have been the
ceremony performed
in a Masonic Temple in South Carolina took place yesterday afternoon
when Miss Julia Pearl Baker became
the bride of Yancey Wadsworth
Moore. The marriago took place in
the temple of Columbia before a large
assemblage.
The bride is originally from Little
Rock, Ark., but has been living in
Columbia recently. The bridegroom
is in the United States Navy, now on
duty with tho U. S. Prometheus, at
Norfolk, and is originally from Milo,
Ark. The ceremony was performed
yesterday by the Rev. J. II. Shcpurd
of Little Rock.
The marriage is the culmination of
a pretty romance which began when
the bride and bridegroom were children. The happy couple left for Norfolk and when the Prom hcus sails
from Hampton Roads, the bride will
go to Little Rock to await the boat's
return. Mr. Moore is a member of
Ouachita lodge, No. 116, A. F. & A.
AL, Milo.
Columbia (S. C.) State,
November 20th.
This is reported to be one of the
prettiest weddings that has occurred
in the capitol city of South Carolina
in a long time. It was the happy cul
mination of a happy romance that
dates back to the halcyon days of
youth.
It was during their school days in
their native state of Arkansas that
little Julia Baker, shy and pretty,
dreamed that she saw in the young
stalwart Yancey Wadsworth Moore
her soul matf. Yancey likewise saw
visions and dreamed dreams visions
of a happy home over which Miss
Julia would one day preside in queenly dignity.

first marriage

Mrs. Moore is the cultured and accomplished daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Y!. T. Baker, and comes from one of
the best families. Mr. Moore is one
of the most solid and substantial
young men of our country. He is in
the naval service of the United States
at present.
The bride was charmingly gowned
in a handsome blue tricotine traveling suit and accessories to match. She
carried a lovely boquet of bride's
roses. The ring ceremony, benuti
ful in its simplicity, was performed by
Evangelist J. H. Shepard. The bridal
vrocession was led by Mr. C. C. Baker,
brother of tho bride, as best man,
and Mrs. C. C. Buker as matron of
honor. Professor J. L. Levy played
beautifully
Mendelssohn's wedding
march. Mr. 0. H. Hnrt, secretary to
the Grand Lodge, and other Masons,
were delightfully thoughtful and considerate and added much tD the happiness of this unique wedding.
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SER-VIC-

AP-PEARANC-

THE ANNO

Feeding pigs on candy may sound
a little out of the ordinary, rather
hard on the boys and girls, but that
is what Lewis Brothers and Cunningham are doing, and they report the
pigs thriving greatly on their new
diet.
They have bought more than a ton
of candy from the King Candy Co.,
of Fort Worth for this purpose, it
being a lot of candy that had melted
during the heat of summer and tun
together thus rendering unfit for the
regular market. Mr. Lewis states
that the candy has a high value as a
fat producing food and that they are
finding it a good value for the price
it cost them. Childress Post..

White Haired Alabama Lady Says

WALTER W. MAYES

BLACK-DRAUGH-

SLg

t

Physician and Surgeon
Office over Dcnhof Jew. Cc.
Residence, 914 N. Main St.
CLOVIS, N. M.

T

Hat Seen Medicine!
Black-Draug-

ELECTRIC FLOOR
SURFACE CO.
New and old floors surfaced 4
and finished. Makes your floors
easy to keep clean. Call Gam- mell. chone 334.

ht

Sour stomach and

to recommend

also

Dr W. M. Lancaster

Black-Draug- ht,

Black-Draug-

Black-Draug- ht,

medicine

we have used ard household remedy with a record ol
up-

"Black-Draug-

will relieve Indigestion

ht

and constipation
for I

tried It.

if taken

over seventy years of successful use.

Vsterinarian,

I

200 West Otero Street.
Clovis, N. M.
rtieoe 45.

to help cleanse the system of impurities.

right, and I know Try

It is the best thing

THOMAS W. JONES

Every one occasionally needs something

on and one that will do the work.

Black-Draug-

Insist upon Thed-

have ford's, the genuine.

ever found for the full, uncomfortable

At all druggists.

q, 73

Dr J. B. Westerfleld

.

Phyrickaa and Surfeoo.
4 Office over First Nutional Bank
4 Office Phone 231. IteHldenos 2U8

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking Co.
and 214 S. Main Street.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day 67; Night 14 and 203
208-210-21- 2

t

300. 4

4

..

4

sslststhe liver in throwing off impuriI am glad

4

S.

Come

It aids digestion,

Black-Draug-

Station
theatre.

in New Tile 4
Office
on corner north of Fire 4
and cunt of Lyceum 4

Of Hce Phono 383. Residence
Clovis, New Mexico.

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
and do, to my friends and 4
4
ClovL, N.w Mexico
white. I have seen medicines and reme4 Office Suite 3, Barry Building
dies come and go but the old reliable neighbors."
4
Telephone 422
ht
Thedford's
came and stayed. I am talking ot
is a stand-

a liver

4

TO WARRANT VALUE

4 Treat all diseases, both acute and 4
4 building

feeling after meals.

getting up in years; my head is pretty ties.

for years one that can be depended

t

PUT-O-

4

OSTEOPATH

All Courts
Clovii. N. M.

to her friends and sick headache can be relieved by taking

Jackson County lady, said: "lam

PRICED

X

TRY-O-

FASHION FA R A'

A T

DR. H. R. GIBSON

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Practices In

Came and Stayed.

well-kno-

NC F. OF A
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News Classified ads get results.

and Go But The "Old Reliable" Thedford'i

neighbors here, Mrs.T. F. Parks, a

E.

HOGS EAT "STORE BOUGHT"
CANDY DOWN AT CHILDRESS

THEDFORD'S

Black-Draug- ht

YA

READY-T-

TAILORED
At- - IV A YS

E

SERVICE WITHOUT

CUSTOM

dr. c. l. McClelland

ford'i

S

IFAYS THAN ONE. IT WILL GIVE EXCELLENT
AND ADD DISTINCTION TO THE WEARER'S
THE COMMANDER IS ILLUSTRATED.

THE "OLD RELIABLE"

In recommending Thed-

T

O

A SUBSTANTIALLY STYLED OVERCOAT, TAILORED
AT FASHION PARK, IS A BUSINESS ASSET IN MORE

chronlc.

Dutton, Ala.

C

R

E

J. WRIGHT
Chiropractor

Over Farmers State Bank
Hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Phone 346

44444444444444444

4

4444444444444444
4
4
DR. T. E. PRESLEY

4 Eye, Ear, Not. and Throat, 4
4 of Roswell, N. M., will be In Clo- - 4
4 vis the 6th of each month.
ONE PERSON IN EVERY

'
AMBULANCE SERVICE
C. V. STEED, Manager

DR. L. M. BIGGS

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Ave.

Clevis, Now Meiico

Veterinary Surgeon
Phone 881

mixainn ili'1nr.,a t..

NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that letters
of administration upon the estate of
J. W. Malone, deceased, were granted
4 to me by the Probate Court of Curry
4 County, Now Mexico, on the 7th day
of December, 1020, and all persons
having claims against said estate are
required to present same for payment
within the period of one year from
snid dnto, or they will bo forever barred.
IDA (i. MAiiONE, Executrix
SMOOTH STRANGER BUYS N.
M. CATTLE WITH BUM CHECK

iic v.uniiniRsion adua that of thoso
estimated hy the census as employed
in gainful occupations, ono in
every
sixty eight was a Government worker.

The number of civil service employes last July, tho commission aayt,
was 091,110 and tho Government
was using them in 1,700 different
kinds pnd grades of work.
There were almost a million
ompbyes at tho height of
tho world war, tho commission asserts, and adds that pre-wfigure
of some 480,000 in 1916 probably
never again will be reached.
The
commision declares an "altogether
rosy picture cun not be painted" of
the Government's personnel situation.

nt

R.fular Meeting
CLOVIS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Second and Fourth Friday
nights of each month.
at 8:00 O'clock.
All Sir Knights residing la
this jurisdiction are Invited.
R. J. Nnnl. Rnrnritar.

1S9

Joseph

DcGraftcnrcid,

El

Washington.
One person out of
every 159 In tho country was on the
Government's civil service pay roll
last July 31, the Civil Service Com- -

4 stockman, sold this year's calf crop,
4 or tho marketable part of it, for
There were 270 head of high
4
grade white faces in the bunch, but
the price was all right and both
parties to tho transaction were satis18,-37- 0.

fied when the check was handed over
4 and the young beef loaded and
d
to K. C.
The buyer is described as a big,
suave, nice old gintleman named C.

not

TEXAS WONDER
for kidney and bladder troubles, grav-e- l,
weak and lame back, rheumatism
and irregularities of the kidneys and
bladder in both men and women. If

sold by your druggist will be lent
by mail on receipt of $1.25. On
small bottle often cures. Send for
sworn testimonials. Dr. E. W. HaJl,
2926 Olive st., St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.

Clovis Furniture & Undertaking: CoJ
AAA A1A A1A

Ycso

ii. annual re lion..

l

IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE

(Fort Sumner Review)
DR. C O. VTARRINEB
CHIROPRACTOR
113 South Mala St.
PHONE 101

Harris, from Gro.im, Texns, who hnd
bought quite a lot of cnttlo in cast
cm New Mexico during past years.
The stock was paid for by a check
on a Groom, Texas, bank. DeGraft-enrei- d
sent the cheek in for collection and it was returned with the
reply "no funds." Then business
commenced to pick up.
Telegrams to Kansas City disclosed
that the stock had said for $5,093,
but the money had not been paid and
payment was stopped.
A description of Harris was telegraphed to points in Texas and Oklahoma and Kansas in an endeavor to
locate him. The Review is informed
that the man was arrested in eastern
Oklahoma, December 0.
It is said the man made a similar play in Texas, recently.
DeGraftenrcid
will accompany a
shipment of cows to Kansas City next
week and will salvage what he can
from the Harris transaction.

4V4

M

a,
sPf
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xviam
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.

street.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
Telephones Day, 67; Night, 14 and 203
AMBULANCE SERVICE
O. V. STEED, Manager

way-bille-

Undertaking Parlors 112 West Grand Aye.

1,
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WAS COMPELLED TO

Ye

GIVE UP HIS JOB

Blew State Auto

"MY WHOLE SYSTEM WAS POISONED FROM INDIGESTION"
HE STATES NOW WELL AND
STRONG.

COMPANY
5

PLENTY Or STORAGE
GAS, OIL AND ACCESSORIES
AND

KELLY-SPRINGFIEL-

GOODYEAR

f
I

TIRES A SPECIALTY
A place where the auto owner gets real service
and 100 per cent on every dollar he spends.

J. F. Sellars and
L. M. Wood
PROPRIETORS

1

.
SOLD OUT A STORE IN ONE
DAY) LOST IN A POKER GAME

SOME FREAKS ON THE MARKET

J. S. Putnam, cashier of the First
One of the strangest stories of the National Bunk of Fort SumncT, was
year come from a South Plains town here Sunday. Sid usually has a few
and it wai given to the Record us "good ones" to reluto, and here are a
authentic.
couple he gave us while here: Mr.
A merchant became enamoured of Ilitson of Fort Sumner recently shiptti9 art of poker playing and in a ped a cur of goats to the Kansas City
markets, and received a check from
tram one night while in the grip of
the commission company for a total
the card fiend's frenzy lost all hi of 9.00, after deducting all expenses.
cash and then put up hi entire stock Another man from the valley shipof goods in one grand attempt to ped 114 turkeys to Albuquerque and
make a winning. He lost, and turned received a check for $412.00, being
the keys of the store over to the about the same as the net returns
The next morning bright from a car load of cattle shipped by
winners.
and early the gamblers appeared and Geo. P. Baxton to Kansas City. Melopened the stare to the public in a rose (X. M.l Messenger.
sale operated on the plan of each
customer selecting whatever articles
It has recently been computed that
bo wanted and then paying the cash- in the United States thcro is one
ier whatever price the customer want- death due to automobile accidents
minutes and during
ed to pay for hia purchase. Such a every thirty-on- e
rush as gathered for that kind of bar- the sixteen allotted waking hours.
gain sale has seldom been seen. At Every year now you have one chance
closing time that night the only sale- in ten thousand of being run over
able things in the store unsaid were and killed. But do not be discourmen's collar and aged. Next year it ought to bo one
few
some slightly soiled men's caps. The chance in nine thousand. And if you
shelves were entirely bare. That is, are still alive in ten years, you will
perhaps, the quickest clean out sale be dead before you know it. Progress is our watchword.
on record. Canadian Record.
odd-size- d

"I couldn't do a lick of work before I begun taking Tanlac, but I
am now feeling better than at any
time during the past fifteen years,"
said Robert L. Wright, of 529 Wall
Street, Los Angeles, California.
"Fov years I suffered from rheumatism in my arms and legs," he continued, "and at times the pains were
so awful I could harldy get about at
all. Then I had an awful attack of
stomach trouble and I had to glvo up
my work.
"I seemed to have a lump in my
throat and chest and it hurt me even
to swallow. It looked like nothing
would stay on my stomach and many
a time I couldn'f even keep down a
Night after night
drink of water.
couldn't sleep a wink on account of
the pairs and cramps in my stomach.
"I was weak and extremely nervous, I lost fifteen pounds in almost no
time and I would get so dizzy sometimes I would nearly full.
'I saw a stutcmcnt about Tanlac
that described my case and I decided
to try it myself. I felt better at
once. I have been improving from
that day to this. And now I am en
tirely fre from rheumatism and can
use my arms and legs as good as I
ever could before. I can hardly get
enough to eat and my digestion is
so fine that I never suffer at all
from nausea, bloating or from pains
or cramps of any kind. Nervousness
and dizziness have left me and I
sleep like a log at night. I am gaining in weight every day and already I
am feeling stronger and more energetic than I have in many years!"
Tanlac is sold In Clovis by City
Drug Co., in Texico by Red Cross
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
(Adverticement)
& Pool.
WILLARD TO MEET
DEMPSEY IN MARCH

Jess Willard
battle with Jack
Demnsev here March 17th. it was an
nounced tonight. The bout will take

Reduction On Shoes

lig

A pair of shoes always makes an

appropriate Christmas gift
ABREAST OF THE GENERAL REDUCTION IN PRICES
IN ALL LINES, WE ARE PUTTING ON A BIG REDUCTION
IN SHOE PRICES, EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY.
IN THIS BIG REDUCTION ARE INCLUDED LADIES',
MEN'S AND CHILDREN'S SHOES, HIGH CLASS SHOE
VALUES AT REDUCTIONS WHICH MEAN A SUBSTANTIAL SAVING.

While They Last

Florsheim Shoes
For Men

Ladies' Red Cross kid boots, covered Louis heel, regular price
$9.95
Ladies' Red Cross, brown and
black, regular price $15.00, now

$18.00 Shoes, now
$15.00 and $17.00 Shoes

$11.50

$12.50 Florsheim Shoes
All other Men's Shoes

$15.00, now,

$13.50

now

$12.50 and $13.00 Shoes,
now
$9.50
$10.00 Women's Shoes, now $7.50
All other Ladies shoes at a big
Reduction

$12.50
$9.95

at 25

REDUCTION
A big stock of Children's, Misses
and Boys Shoes going at a
Big Reduction

New York, Dec. 11.

will have his second

place in Madison Square Garden.

Wiedmann Shoe Store
Shoe Repairing A Specialty

Amarillo Daily News and the Clovis
News for $7.20 a year.

J
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(TThristmas

SNAPSHOTS

(Dallas News)
men who
There are some
talk like they haven't finished the upper story.
4
.The housing shortage is so acute
in some cities that families move into
apartments where there isn't room
to hide a bottle.
self-ma-

ft

ooooQoocxOttocOococ

Of course we are philanthropic by
nature, but we have no idea that we
are going to be mistaken for Santa

THAT WILL MAKE THE WHOLE YEAR A HAPPIER ONE.
HERE ARE A FEW OF THE MANY PRACTICAL GIFTS
YOU WILL FIND IN OUR STORE

On of the strangest things in this
world is why an otherwise sensible
man thinks it is smart to pretend he
is dying for a drink.
Mr. Peavish says that to hear Mrs.
Peavish brag on her family tree you
wouldn't guess that there are marks
on the bark where hogs used to
scratch their backs against it.

ELECTRIC CHAFING DISHES
ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINES
VACUUM CLEANERS
FLASH LIGHTS

HARDING TO TALK TO
BRYAN ABOUT LEAGUE

BRUNSWICK PHONOGRAPHS
AND RECORDS

Marion, Ohio, Dec. 11. President
Elect Harding has invited William
Jennings Bryan, former secretary of
state in President Wilson's cabinet,
to confer with him here on December
17 in regard to th plan for an association of nations.

OTHER GIFTS THAT ARE PLEASING AS WELL AS PRACTICAL
ONLY SEVEN MORE SHOPPING DAYS TILL CHRISTMAS.

AND NUMEROUS

Subscribe for the News

DO YOUR SHOPPING NOW

m

I
1

i

Ml
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oectnc

202 NORTH MAIN

.

Co.
PHONE

R

ar

ar

If you don't think there is a kick
in your mince pie, send it down in
company with some majonnalse
dressing.

ELECTRIC PERCOLATORS
ELECTRIC TOASTERS

;!

PRE-WA-

Claus this Christmas.

ELECTRIC GRILLS
ELECTRIC CURLING IRONS

'm

information relative to this examina"Lower price for live stock which
tion address, Ben F. Moss, Local Sec- have resulted from declines in foodretary, Board of U. S. Civil Service stuff and from excessive receipts of
Examiners, Clovis, New Mexico,
stock have had marked influence on
the wholesale price, resulting in lev Is
PRICES OF MEAT REACH
PERIOD LEVELS of prices below thosj that obtained in
April 1917, and alss before the prices
Chicago,
Dec.
11. Wholesale that ruled in 1914. Light pork loins
prices of fresh meat cuts, blth beef sold for 21 cents as compared with
price of 22 and 23
and pork, reached the low level of the pre-wperiod with the close of cents. Lard was offered at 6 cents
the pre-wbusiness this week, Armour and Com- a pound under the price of April 1,
pany announced today. Beef prices, 1917. The averago price of sweet
declined to pickled and cured pork products was
the last to be
the lowest of the year, says a state- 17 cents, that being 3 cents under
ment which continued:
the prices in April 191?.

476

f 8.00

In Our Nov

Location

We have installed new equipment and are in
better position to serve the people of Clovis with
the best breads, pies, cakes, and pastries on the
market.
Give us a trial we'll surely please you.

THE CLOVIS BAKERY
Phone 248

109 S. Main

I HAVE A
Hamilton-Beec- h

Carpet

Washer

year.

CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION.
(Male and Female)
An examination for clerk in the
post office will be held in this city
on January 8, 1921.
Applicants must be citizens of the
United States between the ages of
18 and 45 years on the date of the
examination.
Age and height and weight require
ments are waived in the case of hon
orably discharged soldiers, sailors and
marines.
must be physically
Applicants
sound and male applicants must not
be less than 5 feet 4 inches in height
in bare feet and weigh not less than
125 pounds without overcoat or hat
For application blanks and further

TO WASH YOUR CABPET3

I wash them rn the floor and it is thoroughly
done, and you will be plased with the work.
and

I thank the ladies of Clovis for their
I am going to try to please them.

patronage,

Bugs and carpets cleaned for neighboring towns

if brought to Clovis.

HARRY SAGER
Leave Orders at City Drug Co. No. 1
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greater than that of all the world
U. S. SUICIDE RATE
today.
REACHED LOWEST EBB
With 6 per cent of the world's popIN HI3TORY IN 1919
ulation and 6 per cent of the world's
New York, Dec. 13. The suicide land area, we already produce from
rate in the United States reached the 40 to 60 per cent, or over, of nearly
lowest ebb in 1919, with a percent- all of the greatest products of the
age of 14.2, according to figures com- world ; have nearly half or the world's
piled by Frederick L. Hoffman, stat- railroad mileage and a third of the
istician, embracing the period from world's accumulated wealth, and this
1900 to 1920. During 1919 there wealth is more evenly distributed
were 3,818 cases of suicide reported than in a.ny other country on earth
against 4,569 in 1908 which showed through all the ages of the past or
the highest rate of death by self-- present.
And yet we have scarcely begun
destruction.
Mr. Hoffman stated in his report to develop our natural resources as
that it was hard to assign a casua-tiv- e measured by their vast extent.
Let us build a mighty network of
factor of the suicide phonom-nobut that in periods of economic highways, so badly needed; let us
depression, a higher rate is noted. modernize and extend our rail and
During the era of prosperity there is water transportation facilities, build
a noticeable diminuition, he said. The the million or more dwellings so badly
most sinstcr aspect revealed by an needed, build the schools, hotels and
analysis of of suicide, is the increas- churches required to keep up with our
ing number of murderers who take growing population.
There is enough work which needs
their own lives following the commission of homicide, Mr. Hoffman de- to be done, and the doing of which
(would enrich our country, to keep
clared.
The ratio of suicides, by geo- fully employed every laborer in the
graphical divisions as compiled by Mr. country.
Down then, with pessimism and inHoffman, shows the Pacific coast
states highest, and thj southern states activity, and up with optimism and
Forward! Manufacturthe lowest, in the record compiled for progress!
ers Record.
1919.

Open Until 9:00 p. m.
from Dec. 15th until
Dec. 24th for Convenience of Holiday
Shoppers.

A.B .Austin &Co.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Open Until 9:00 p. m.
from Dec. 15th until
Dec. 24th for Convenience of Holiday
Shoppers.

Only Seven more Shopping Days until Christmas

WE HAVE THE BEST STOCK AT
THE MOST REASONABLE PRICES

n,

DOLL SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 18th
Newbisc, unbreakable, full 16 inches high,
dressed, real human hair, a $2.50 value any$1.65
where, Special for Saturday, each
Ask to see No. 551.

SPECIAL FOR SATURDAY, DEC. 18th
yards dark color 36 inch Columbia Percale
90c
at 18c per yard
Limit two patterns to each purchaser
5

WHY NOT FEED IT

GO FORWARD

Forgetting the things that are

be-

hind us in e war and peace and business losses, let us press forward that
we may regain business, recoupe losses, that we may recreate prosperity
and employment, that we may Bring
hnppincss where there is now poverty
and sorrow, and profitable employment for tho millions now seeking
work.
The task before us is big enough
to stir the heroic in American manhood, and the prizes to be won are
grent enough to stimulate til the latent ambitions of every man and woman.
Here are 105,000,000 people, taken as a whole the most virile, energetic and resourceful in the world,
living under one flng, unvexed by the
arbitrary dividing lines of European
nationalities, occupying as trustees
the mot richly endowed and fiipcrb'y
located country known to man.
Our resources are beyond the power of our minds to grasp or words
to portray.
Here in almost endless abundance
are the resources on which to build
an industrial and agricultural wealth

Teople arc inquiring what will we
kafir, maize and com.
We cannot get any price in the markets, and many talk ubout not gathering the crops. Sell the grain for t'nree
times the market price to dairy cows,
turkeys, chickens and ducks, and
build up an industry that will make
our farmers independent; and while
feeding the grain to dairy cows and
poultry we might feed a few pigs,
beef a ni inula, sheep and gouts, for
home consumption.
Hard times never come to the state
that produces butter, cream, poultry
and eggs.

Open evenings December 15th to 24th for convenience of Holiday
Shoppers

do with our

GRAND AVENUE
AND

MITCHELL STREET

A.B. Austin & Co.
'

GRAND AVENUE
AND

MITCHELL STREET

The Price is the Thing

''V)

I treat all diseases and disorders of ting $10 a month. He is the Bon of
women
and
attend confinement Mrs. W. Schuyler Volkmur, New Hu-vecases. Dr. H. R. Gibson.
Conn.
His greatest ambition right now is
E
CAN'T
to get out of the navy, but in that
TURN LOOSE
JOB ho is having his troubles.
"If I ever get out, I will start an
Chicago, Ill.,Dec. 12. Life on the airplane factory," he said Sunday.
hounding main has n. more attractions for George C. T. Remington, a
DR. MILLS JUGS ANOTHER

pervisor of tho Near Kuat Relief
work of New Mexico, to investigate
the case of John Muston, who was
arrrstcd r.t that phec last week on
a charge of fraudulently soliciting
funds for the Near East and Polish
Relief.
It is believed that Maston is one
tf the leaders of a gang that has
been operating in this country, waxing rich on tho sympathy of the big
sailor at the Great Lakes training
Joe Gill returned the first of the hearted American people, under the
station.
Remington has fallen heir to a week from Roswcll where ho was pretense of relieving suffering hu$23,000,000 estate. He is now get sent by Dr. H. R. Mills, State Su- - manity in tho European countries.

Other Scotch presiDr. Mills is to be congratulated on in Scotland.
his effort to stamp out fraud of this dents were Monroe, Grant and Huyes.
Scotch-Irispnsidents were Jackkind. Clayton News.
son, I'olk, Buchanan, Arthur,
WHERE PRESIDENTS
and Wilson.
COME FROM
Fifteen presidents, beginning with
Washington and ending with Taft,
All but two American presidents have English paternal ancestry, and
have traced their paternal ancestry thus give to Englund a largo lead in
back to the British Isles. The ex- the race of furnishing presidential
ceptions were Van Buren and Rooso-v- i timber fur the United States.
It, Dutch.
,
The next president is
News Cluvtified Ads get results.
his paternal family tree taking root Try them phone 97.
h

,

,

Scotch-Dutch-

1

ilinstmas

i

First National Bank
of Clovis

,

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS $135,000.00

"Member of the Federal Reserve System"

Of Course !
You're going to have a good Christmas dinner this year, with

Fruit Cake and Mince Pie and everything.

And we want to help you out with that menu.
Our bakery is headquarters for everything good to eat for
Dinner.
Christmas
the

FRUIT CAKES

PLUM PUDDINGS
CAKES

BREAD

MINCE PIES

PASTRIES

0

We are glad to advise our friends that money in the east is
becoming much easier and that in all probability Congress is
immediately going to open a market in Europe for our products.
The banks in Chicago and Kansas City have announced their intentions to loan to the cattle men, which is going to make more
money for the farmer and we feel safe in making the prediction
that after January 1st conditions are going to be much better.

Don't let your Christmas baking worry you. Youll find that
when you buy from our bakery, you're getting the best that
science and experience can prepare Good Things, cooked in the
good old
One

m

home-cooke-

d

way.

trial will convince you that our way is the best.

Reed's Electric Bakery

3(s)W
Rear Farmers State Bank

Clovis, New Mexico

The First National Bank
"THE PEOPLE'S BANK
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PERSONAL MENTION
Lot Doughton Lund Co. write your

OH SAY

For fire insurance see Doughton
Und Co.

fire insurance.

Mrs. J. Z. Islcr of Cameron was a
Amarillo Daily News and the
visitor to Clovis Tuesday.
News for f 7.20 a year.
Joe Merrill of Balen was In Clovis
Harness and Harness supplies.

ABSOLUTE
TIRES A'
WHOLE SALE COST
1

C. L. Pritchard is spending
Christmas holidays in Amarillo.

the

business trip to Clovis this week.

J. F. Martin of Fort Sumner made
High price second hand piano for
a business trip to Clovis this week.
solo chenp. Croft Music Co.

We are discontinuing the Portage line. Therefore will sell
at wholesale cost. These tires are no seconds, but all first
sizes
all
grade. Five ply of fabric where other grades have four. Oct them
while they last and save money. ASK FOR PRICE.

T. A.. Brown of Texico made a
A baby girl was born lost Thurs
business trip to Clevis early this week. day to Dr. und Mrs. W. M. Lancaster.
Chiropractic, the better
health. See Dr. Warriner,
Main St.

'

way ts
Take out a Western Electric Wash
113',, S. er and Vacuum Cleaner on trial.

Don't forget we have

12-2t-

Cleve Edgcll, who is now living at
Colorado, Texas, was a Clovis visitor
this week.

Only Truck Tire Mold in the State

The

The W. C. T. U. mcnt Monday
E. Nlcodemus returned Suturdny
afternoon at the home of Mrs. D.
from a slnrt business t:p to points N. Croft.
in Indiana.

Our tire repair depart mcnt fixes anything from a 30x3 to a
40x8. All work guaranteed. Call our service car when in trouble.

What will make a better
Genuino Round Ouk Runges and
mus present for the entire family
Heaters,
than a subscription to the News?

Chriat- -

Phone 373.
GASOLINE, OILS AND ACCESSORIES

We have the agency for some of the
mo3t substantial old lino fire insur

ance companies.
Company.

What will make a better Christ
mas present for the entire family
than a subscription to the News?

Doughton

LOOEC

Clovis

J. C. Berry of Amarillo wus a busi
ness v'sitcr in Clovis Tuesday.

Saturdcy visiting friends.

16, 1920.

.

We are Here for Service

Land

12-2t-

CLOVIS FILLING STATION

A. G. Eisenborg of Amarillo, for
merly connected with the Santa Fe
For all ailments common to winter in Clovis, vas here far a short time
'
Clovis, N. M.
weather see Rr. Warriner, nine years on business Tuesday.
North Main Street
experience. 113V4 S. Main St.
Stove Pipe, Coal Hods, Stove
Mr. and Mrs. John Moore of Ca Boards and all stove trimmings.
nadian, Texas, spent Tuesday In Clo
vis on their way home from CaliforCarrie Lou, the daughter of Mr.
STOVES has been spending a few weeks
STOVES!
Mrs. Ina Finnicum of Dawson, N. STOVES I
nia, where they spent several weeks,
and .Mis. J. Frank Neel, entertained
and Small, Cheap and Good, jing up and enjsying himself.
M.. is here for a visit with her par
Mr. and Mrs. Moore formerly lived
a number of her little friends at a
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Humphrey,
.
.
...
Z.Ji.L-t0Prompt Delivery ents,
Phone 72.
In Clovis.
or. the birthday party last Saturday after
B.
Kyther,
editor
n.
former
holidays.
the
after
until
Portales Journal, passed through noon. The party was given in honor
Mrs. J. D. Fleming, who has been
Don't risk your property without
r. ) of Carrie Lou's ninth
birthday. Ice
( Clovis Ir.st Saturday enroule D
prices
on
reduction
ia
Big
sufficient fire insurance. Wo rep quite sick for several weeks, is much
Colorado, where he will he em- - ! cream and cake were served and the
two
next
for
stoves
and
rugs
resent some of tho best companies. improved. Mr. Fleming has also been
Mrs. B. F. Smith and little daugh- -' ployed on a newspaper published at little folks enjoyed the occasion very
Weeks. Clovis Furniture and Under
Doughton Land Co.
on the sick list.
ter, Ollie Mae, will leave next week that place,
inuch.
taking Company,
for Kiowa, Kansas, to spend the
A. Iscnberg of Amarillo will open ROOFING There is no time like the
A nice piece of furniture or a rug
Big reduction in prices en furni-- i
Tom Fulton returned Tuesday 'Christmas holidays with her daughter.
present to fix that old leaky Toof.
a dry goods and furnishing business
rugs and ttoves for next two will make a nice gift for any member
(lure,
i
with
relatives
Jiisit
mornintr
from a
n
In the Curren building next door to See Mr. Riblett with
Cash Ramey returned last week fweeki. Clovu Furniture and Under-froof the family. Big two week's reducConstruction Co. for all kinds of at Ferris and EltEtra. Texas. Mrs.
the Clovis Bakery. The store will be
Company.
taking
he
tion now on at Clovia Furniture Co.
where
Texas,
holi
Mineral
Wells,
spent
the
baby
will
p
Room
built-uIFulton
and
repairing.
roofing and
known as "The Surprise Store" and
'will be ready for business Saturday, 20 Barry Bldg., Clovis, N. M. 2Stfc days at Ferris with relatives.
12-2- tf
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A Who Could Vait ForaThav?
a

A new

ills
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narley-Uavidso-

cycle Christmas morning!
Who cares for a little snow?
Out you hurry for a swift
trial spin and maybe the
other fellow don't envy you!
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AM SELLING THE FOLLOWING AT REMARKABLE

n!

Former Price Sale Price
$1.35
lot 14 qt. Dish Pans, Roval Grav qualitv $2.00
.60
.90
1 lot No. 28 Wash pans, Royal Gray quailty
$1.45
1 lot No. 20 Pitchers, Royal Gray quality$2.2"
.40
1 lot pint Dippers, Royal Gray quality
.50
.25
.30
1 lot Pint Cups, Royal Gray quality
.75
'.50
1 lot Sauce Pans, Royal Gray quality
1 lot Sauce Pans, Royal Gray quality
.85
..50
.60
.90
1 lot Sauce Pans, Royal Gray quality
1 lot Water Pails, Royal Gray quality- $1.00
$1.25
.25
1 lot
Milk Pans, Royal Gray quality .35
.40
1 lot
Milk Pans, Royal Gray quality .50
.55
1 lot
Milk Pans, Royal Gray quality .75
.60
1 lot
Milk Pans, Royal Gray quality .90
.90
$1.25
1 lot
Coffee Pots
$1.50
$2.00
1 lot
Tea Kettles
$1.60
$2.00
1 lot No. 3 Wash Tubs, gal v.
$1.40
$1.75
1 lot No. 2 Wash Tubs, palv
$1.35
$1.50
1 lot No. 1 Wash Tubs, galv.
$1.25
1 lot
$1.75
Oil Cans, galv
.40
.65
Oil Cans, galv
1 lot
.50
.90
1 lot
Tin Milk Pails
.45
.80
1 lot
Tin Milk Pails
$2.00
$2.75
1 lot Galvanized Wash Boilers
A great many other articles too numerous to mention tliem
all, going at a great sacrifice. I must turn what goods I have on
my shelf and devote my time to the sheet metal work of which
we are to makea specialty along this line.
' Come iu and see the goods which I have for sale.
1

clussy-lookin-

b

if you "put it op
rifilit" to Dad, there
will be a
for yoa on

"

Hurloy-Davida-

Chiitma

0 fclliD

LOW PRICES WHILE THEY LAST

There's only one bike for you; the
bike with the famous name
What other bicycle is so
,
fast, so sturdy, so
and
in its glistening
so
finish?
Army olive-draHarley-Davidso-

?ia

AT

While They Last

Bi-

ni

o

morninfe.

,

"America's Best
Bicycle"

Persuade Dad to come here with you to see the
He know what the name stands for and he know
good biko when he sees it
Harley-Davidso-

'

r

n,

t

KODAKS, HAND CARVED PICTURE FRAMES,
KODAK ALBUMS AND MANY OTHER APPRO- ;

'

PRIATE CHRISTMAS GIFTS.

.

,

..

rt

.

Phone 145

.

:..

......

i.

-

.,

'

v.
fr- -

Clovis Sheet Metal Works

"The Photographer in Your Town'

East Monroe Avenue

rt

12-qua-

,

THE ROBINSON ART SHO'P
119

14-qua-

C. R.
113

West Grand Ave.

HERRIN, Proprietor
Clovis, New Mexico
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
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Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Ft. Sumner, N. M.,
Nov. 17, 1920.
Notice' is hereby given that Joe C.
Foor, of Ciovis, N. M., who on Aug.
117, 1016, made Homestead Entry, No.
014377, for SEVi. Section 11, Twp.
1 N., Ranee 34E, N. M. P.Meridian,
has filed r.otico of intention to mako
Final throo ycer proof, to establish
claim to t'r.o land above described, before Probate Judge C. V. Steed, In
his office at Cbvlo, N. M., on the
28th day of December, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Andrew C. Pace, Charles P. Hile-man, James C. Hallidny, Albert B.
Douglass nil of Ciovis, N. M.
W. R. McGill, Register.

A Russian Legend
-

tJJ

i

All persons are notified that the
undersigned was appointed the ad
ministrator of the estate of Rutha
J. Crass, deceased, by the Probate
Court of Curry County, New Mexico,
on the 22nd day of November, 1920,
and all claims must be legally presented for payment within one year,
or same will be forever barred.
JAMES D CROSS.
Administrator.

Babouthka stood in bar doorway
Whan tha Thraa Wiia Man patted by,
We fo lo worihip tha Kin," thay Mid,
"Wa have saan Hi Star in tha sky.

my house in ordar,
And I mut spin and sew,"
Tba Star bad sat ara sha mad an and,
And tha winds beta to blow.

"I nuil tat

And evermore Babouthka
Goas saakinf throufb tha wild
Tba Thraa Wita Man, tba shining Star
n
Child.
Har King, tha
naw-bor-

But on tha ara of Christmas,
Whan thara ara nona to saa,
Sha eomos with gifts in aithar hand.
To dock tha Christmas Traa.
Sba comas whara sleeping childraa
Lia dreaming of tha morn,
To saa if onca again on earth
bath been born.
Tha Chritt-chilMarion L. Adams.

Electric Light Fixtures
Round Oak Ranges
Round Oak Heaters

.Mrs.

8

d

Olt,

who

wns

Razors and Shears

Pocket Knives

Pensnuken, N. J. Commuters
gasped In amazement when thy
Robert Olt, alsaw
most unhurt, crowl across the
roll after a train passed over
him nt the Union avenue crossing nenr the Pennsylvania station here.
The train hnd struck an automobile In which the child's
mother, Mrs. Kra Olt, and brother, Frederick Olt, 13 years old,
were riding with Urn. Doth
wero thrown out and hurt.

new-bor-

Flash Lights

Electric Washers

Train Passes Over
Baby; He Is Unhurt

Wilt thou com with ni, Baboffihka,
Or ever tha Star ba sat 7"
a
King,
"1 will coma and saak tba
But ah, My lord I Not yatl

Electric Irons

Electric Percolators

ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE

"WE OO TO WORSHIP TUB KINO." TUEY SAID.

IDEAS

If

Glassware
Silverware and Queensware
Boys' Wagons and Bicycles

driving,

saw those on tho platform
wildly when she was
nearly on the truck and put on
all speed to puss before the
train. The three were thrown Into I lie ulr, and tha bnliy landed
between the rails, directly In
Mix
front of tho locomotive.
Olt fell Into a ditch and suffered fractures of both arms. Frederick was sliKhtly Injured.

Honesty, of course, is the bent
There are more than 22,00,000
widows in India, one third of whom policy, but is not always the most
News Classified ads get results.
profitable.
Try them phone 97.
are under fifteen years of age.
i

.

i

NOTICE OF FILING
FINAL ACCOUNT AND
PETITION FOR DISCHARCE

What to Look for in
Phonograph
Buying
a
s

In tho matter of the estate ot J.
Morris, deceased.
Any and all persona interested In
the above estate are hereby notified
that the administrator, W. W. Harvey,
has filed herein his final account and
report of his doings as administrator of the foregoing estate. That
said final account contains a complete statement showing all receipts
by said administrator and all disbursements. That the Probate Judge
of Curry County, New Mexico, has
made and duly entered an order fix
ing and setting the first Monday in
January for the hearing and settling
of said account and all persons inter
ested in said cstato are notified that
said administrator will submit said
account for approval and will ask
that same be allowed and that ho be
discharged as said administrator.
W. W. HARVEY.

The Ninth in the Scries

i
)

s.

There are many little conveniences, highly desirable to the
purchaser of a Phonograph, which in a way effect the completeness of such an instrument.
One of these is the automatic stop which accurately stops the
motor when the record has finished playing, making it unnecessary to do so by hand.
An automatically balanced lid or top is desirable one that
can be raised or lowered with one hand, and remain in position
without the aid of a "catch."
A proper system of filing a goodly number of records that will
keep them in first class condition is another desirable feature.
A compartment for such accessories like needles, needle cutter, oil, record duster, dust cloth, etc., should be provided in the
machine that you buy.

NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that the un
dersigned was, on the 3rd day of
December, 1920, appointed adminis
trator of the estate of Richard Wat- kins, deceased, by the Judge of the
Probate Court of Curry County, New
Mexico
Therefore all persons having claims
said estate are hereby notified to file
the same with tho County Clerk of
Cury County, within one year from
the date of this notice and appoint
ment, as provided by law, or the same
will be forever barred.
JOHN T WATKINS,
Administrator.

i

.

.

READ THE NEWS WANT COLUMN FOR BARGAINS

Dodge Brothers Cars
Chevrolet Cars

Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

Skarda Auto, Truck and
Tractor Co.

ttt
THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
Capital $50,000

Surplus $27,500

"The Bank That Accomodates"

.

NOTICE.

f

Is The Instrument You Will Eventually Buy

m
(

t
p

c

Nunn Electric Co.
OF CLOVIS

o

In the Probate Court of Curry
County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of Herman J, Niehaus, deceased. No. 328.
Notice Is hereby given that R. W.
Niehaus was appointed administrator
of the estate of Herman J, Niehaus,
deceased, on the 3rd day of Decern-- 1
ber, 1920, by the Probate Court of
Curry County, New Mexico, and that
he has duly qualified, and all persons
having claims against the estate of
the Mid decedent are required to present tame within the time prescribed
by law.
Dated this 4th day of December,
1920.
R. W. NIEHAUS,
1

tc

Administrator

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Ciovis. New Mexico
Capital, Surplus and Profits

$135,000.00

A Strong Bank In a Growing Town

t44444444W44444
THE CITIZENS BANK OF CLOVIS
"The Fanners' Friend"
We solicit your banking business.
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TIMELY

(From Farm Bureau News)
Here is tho story of how a litter of
pigs produced an agricultural college
cducution, a system of farm waterworks, and general improvements on
a backwoods farm that only had primitive advantages.
TMHAT would make a mora
The education went to Jeff Anderacceptable preaent or
son, a Kentucky boy of Pulaski Counone with more lasting benety. Jeff belonged to the boys' club
fits than a policy in the NEW
which had been organised by the
YORK LIFE INSURANCE
county agent. He was encouraged
COMPANY?
to raise a litter of fine pigs under the
THIS year the New York
club system by which tha boys applied
Life it going to dreea up
approved methods and kept aecount
all it policies around Christ-ma- s
of the results. The pigs sold for a
In a new Christmas enfaney price. Jeff, who had made
velope to mark thie policy
sure progress, saved soma money
from all other policies, te
from his labor, and in 1918 entered
make it stand out aa a beautha Kentucky State College of Agri
tiful present for your family
culture for its short course.
in case, of your death, and
He had been used to seeing bis
also as a beautiful Christmother and other women carrying
mas present for yourself In
water 150 yards up a hill for waahlng
your old age if yeu do not
and eooking. At tha Agricultural
die.
college he realized tha convenience
and
benefit to be gained by running
COME very attractive fea
water conducted to a tap in the kitchturcs in the new policiel
en. When ho returned home he pur- of our company. Give us an
suaded his father to let him put in a
opportunity of explaining
water system. A stand pipe 60 feet
them to you.
high was built with a
n
tank
on top, which gave sufficient pressure
JOHN D. BROWNi
to force the water to tha dwelling
400 feet away. He rigged up a gasoline engine and pump at the spring
under the hill. He had learned a little
BARRY BUILDING
about plumbing, so he did all tha pipe
fitting In the house. One month's
work at odd times coupled with a
little of the knowledge ha had gained
at the State college of agriculture put
PEACE PRIZE TO WILSON.
the water right into tha kitchen. Jeff
haa gone back to complete his college
Copenhagen, Dec. 7. Announceeducation; and they're still raising
ment is made that the Nobel Peace
better piga at the Anderson farm.
Prir will be conferred on President
Wilson of the United Statea
on SCHOOL SEATS HARD ON
After jroa eat-altake December. 10.
"LITTLE WILLIE'S" PANTS
The ceremony will be held aa usuBoston, Dec. 7. A mother's letter
al in the Norwegian Storthing which
complaining that her young son had
awards the prize.
The Nobel Peace Prize carriea with worn out three pairs af panta in
Instantly relieves Heartbwn, Bloat.
it a grant of about $40,000 which ia three months on chairs in the public
edGauvFeelinf. Stops food souring,
h
of the annual interest on schools was answered by Chairman
repeating, and all stomach miseries.
AaJb iii, m ,m mt eiwtKe. Kt rtom
about $0,000,000 left for the purpose Joseph P. Lomasney of the School- lattm vitality end rtp.
by Alfred B. Nobel, the Swedish sci- house Commission today with the
EATOKICUttwUX nmed. Tin of
d
aroooarfuUr twMfMad. OolycMUeemt
entist
and the Inventor of dynamite, statement that $44,100 had been
day to um it. puttitotly uanuta
r two
U
who died in 1896. The only Ameri- spent this year to keep desks and
oc
will refund
tietaMs
cans who have in the pBt received the chai.s smooth. Ha said this boy's
Nobel Peace Prize
SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO,
were Theodore chair had been specially sand paperRoosevelt in 1006 and Elihu Root in ed at tho request of hia family, who
ClevU, N. M.
1912.
said the youngster was hard on panta.
All things considered, the chairman
The News Classified ada get results
News Classified Acs get results. said the boy and not the chair must be
Try them phona 97.
Try them plion 97.
responsible.

CHRISTMAS

SUGGESTION
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In tracts from 160 to 640 acres each

8

Best Wheat Land in the World
25 Miles N. E. of Clovis

II
C!
c
c
c

i

0

d

ONE FIFTH CASH; balance in eight equal annual
payments at 6 interest; first deferred payment not
coming due till Nov. 1st, 1922.

600-gallo-

"The New York Ufa Man"

ways

ATOMIC

MPROVED
AND

UNIMPROVED

one-fift-

thoo-an-

y

an,

LAI

I

w

Li hjl

Capitol Reservation Lands
JAMES D. HAMLIN, Representative
FARWELL, TEXAS
60,000 CATTLE LEFT THE
ment and order of the District Court
STATE IN NOVEMBER made and entered on the 18th day
of
Approximately 60,000 cattle were October, A. D. 1920, in an action
shipped out of New Mexico during therein pending wherein Lydia P.
tho month of November, according to Simpkinson was plaintiff and G. C.
figures compiled by Frank Clark, In- Dumas ws defendant, and which said
spector of the State Cattle Sanitary action waa a auit brought by aaid
plaintiff against said defendant to reboard,
i The figures show that 84,186 cattle cover from said defendant the sum of
were shipped during the month. This $201.82 and in which judgment was
number however, includes cattle that rendered against said defendant for
have been sent from the southern said sum on the said 18th day of
part of the state to tho grazing lands October, 1920, and in which judg- in the northern counties of New Mex- ment the writ of attachment issued in
aaid action and under which the unico.
It was the heaviest month for ahip-me- dersigned sheriff has taken possession
of cattlti that haa been reported of one certain Ford automobile, was
in the last three years, Mr, Clark prdered foreclosed and the said auaaid this morning. Of this number tomobile sold to satisfy the plaintiff's
11,473 cattle were sent to market at claim.
Now therefore, I, the undersigned
Kansas City and 2,050 were sent to
Fort Worth, Texas. Many others sheriff, pursuant to said judgment, do
have been aent to Denver and some to hereby give notice that on the 28th
the plains in the Fecos country in day of December, A. D. 1920, 1 will
Texas.

sell the above described property to
satisfy the aaid sum of $201.82, with
$2.02 accrued interest to date of sale
and that aaid sale of said property
will be held at the front door of tha
Court House in Clovis, Curry County,
New Mexico, at the hour of two
o'clock p. m., the said 28th day of
December, 1920, and shall be at public auction for cash in hand to the
highest and best bidder.
Witness my hand this 80th day of
November, 1920.
S. D. DEAN. Sheriff.
tc

i

The Bureau of Cenaua has just ia
sued some interesting information on
irrigation in New Mexico. Occordingr
to the figures given out Roosevelt
County, our neighbor on the south
had 657 acres under irrigation ir
1919. Roosevelt County haa much
land that can be watered from shallow wells and some day will have
many farms that are irrigated.

nt

Mm?
lb

NOTICE OF SHERIFF'S

SALE

otice ia hereby given that under
and by virtue of that certain judg- -

WE HAVE HAND WORK, TOILET GOODS AND MILLINERY. ALL OF THESE MAKE SUITABLE CHRISTMAS
PRESENTS. NOW LISTENI I HAVE SOME BEAUTIFUL
MILLINERY, ADVANCE STYLES, SHAPES GOOD FOR
NEXT SEASON. COME SELECT YOUR HAT, CUT THE
PRICE HALF IN TWO, AND THE HAT IS YOURS. BE
SURE TO LOOK THROUGH THE LADIES EXCHANGE

f9

Army

Clothing,

Tents, Etc.

O

New Wool Olive Drab Officer's

Blanket

$6.95

New Wool Cray Officer's Blanket
Re-ii-

t'

Olive Drab Officer's Blanket

$6.45
--

-

Pleasant way to

break up colds- -

Gray Officer's Blanket

New Regulation O. D. Shirts

$5.75

used
.
$1.50
new....... .................. ....$1.25

Khaki Pants, Lace, Regulation, slightly

in tha family can
New Dis-

EVERYONE King's

Canvas laggings, Curr,

covery, tha standard remedy

Wrap Laggings, New, O. D

for the last fifty years, to break

$2.50

,

Wrap Leggings, slightly nsed

$8.00

New Army Offlear'a Dress Shoas, Goodyear Welt

$5.00

New Ollva Drab Macldaaws
Wool Socks, branb new, light or

NevyDiscovgry

Miss ,ucy Horner
Maimer
EAST GRAND AVE.

Shoe.....

..$5.50
$10.00
.75

heavy....................

Tha above sent by prepaid Insured parcel pott. .Wo alto carry
Una elf tents, wagon covers, cots, etc. Write for eom
plate price list. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded upon
return of goods. Mall order given special attention. Sead check
with order.

a complete

Pretty

Constipation destroys the complexion,
making it yellow and ugly. Keep the
bowels at work cleaning out the system
daily by using Dr. King's Pills. They
do the work thoroughly snd gently
Buy a bottle today, 25 cents.

EWpWoiftGripa

$1.25

Officer's Leather Laggings, New Strap or Spring Front
New Munson Last, Army Regulation Russett

Sallow Skin Not

$5.95

$8.45
Regulation Wool Overcoats, marching leqgth, slightly used, $10.50)
Re-Ui-

up coughs, grippe and stubborn
colds.
No harmful drugs. At
your druggists, 60c ud $1.20.

BEFORE BUYING.

Blankets,

I

Army Equipment
223 North Side Square, Waco, Teaas,

Company
Phone 1155
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WORK OF THE CURRY
tUUnil rAKM DUKLAU
(By E .Peterson, County Agent)

Musical Christmas

P"

P

Slaiglter Safe!

H

The Farm Bureau is very well defined in these words of Dr. A. D.
Suggestive Gifts: Violins, Guiie: "This is the one organization
tars, Mandolins, Ukuleles, Banthat is a bona fide organization
joes, French Harps, Pianos,
through which the farmer as a man
Horns, Player
Phonographs,
may unito and put forth hi grievRolls, Records, Sheet Music,
ances, his claims and success." The
Music Satchels, Music and riay-e- r
organization is not only in this county,
Come Early.
Roll Cabinets.
in New Mexico and
but is state-wid- e
nation-wid- e
This
in oun cduntry.
E.
Monroe
119
145
Thone
organization is representing the far
mer in national affai-- s as he has
Co.
'never been represented before. When
we consider that this organization is
Everything Musical
a little less than one year old, it is
marvelous to contemplate what has
Wn accomplished.
Some time ago is was reported that
the United States Shipping Board, in
order to bring down the price of meat,
was going to equip a lot of ships for
transporting cheap meats from, South
America and Australia. As soon as
the Farm Bureau heard of this, It was
.89
$3.38
Imperial Sweet Corn, 6 cans
immediately taken up, and as a result
Red Star Flour, per 481b sack
$108
tho shipping board stated that no
RATE
$3.34
Justice brand Corn, 6 cans
Boquet Flour, per 481b sacE
such plans were In progress, and that
le Per Word Per Issue
$1.32
$3.34
White Swan Corn, 6 cans
Swans Down Flour, per 481b sack
they would not countenance such an
.99
$2.58
White Lilly June Peas, 6 cans-- .
Clovis Sunlight Flour, per 481b sack
Practically new Dodge Sedan for outrage on the stock growers of
America.
$1.62
sale cheap. C. W. Harrison.
White Swan Sifted Peas, 6 cans
The freight deadlock which seemed
$1.29
Helmet brand Sifted Peas, 6 cans
FOR SALE A No. 8 coak stove, inevitable last summer came very near
.79
cans
dandy, worth the money. If in- the doors of the wheat farmers of
6
1,
No.
&
Van Camps Pork Beans,
terested see me in 900 block, north Curry County. We all remember
.54
Pork & Beans, No. 1, 6 cans
Glass
Connelly. W. H. Bombargcr.
when the Bankers Convention was
Brand
Bird
Armstrong
$1.92
held at Clovis, the hysterical
cry
Van Camps Pork & Beans, No. 3, 6 cans
FOR SALE Extra fine turkeys, de- went up
m
Morris & Co.
about
the shortage of cars.
$1.12
Wapco String Beans, 6 cans
livered anywhere in city. Mrs. J.
The Farm Bureau, local bankers and
&
Co.
Advance
Wilson
92
A. Mathews, route A, Clovis.
Wapco Lye Hominy, large size, 6 cans
business men held a meeting to deterRibbon
Cudahy
White
J WkT U
.99
some
by
way
6
cans
bumper
represent
which
the
size,
to
mine
WANTED Salesman
Wapco or Rider Sauer Kraut, large
Cottolene..
El Puso Fruit Jobbing House. This wheat crop of Curry County could be
84
White Lilly Tomatoes, No. 2, 6 cans
workb will take only a few minutes saved. We were advised that there
,.$1-0cans
6
3,
No.
hun-White Lilly Tomatoes,
!
of your time daily and pay you well. was a shortage of moro than one
Apply by letter, P. 0. Box 158, El dred thousand curs, and that it ap--1
$1.14
A-- l
grade Pink Salmon, 6 cans
peared certain hat due to this fact
Paso, Texas.
.44
6
cans
size,
Baby
Milk,
Evaporated
Camps
Van
many farmers would have this ycur's
.$1.23
FOR SALE OR TRADE Two good crop on hand when' next year's crop'
Maxwell Home, per 31b can.
6
.78
cans
Van Camps Evaporated Milk, family size,
Tractors, in good running condi- came to the market. It was indeed
. .96
for
3
pkgs
Arbuckles,
Borden's Evaporated Milk, tall zize, 6 cans for .93
tion. J. F. Mitchell, one mile east of a deplorable condition; but thanks to.
. .99
Rnnehvalo. Postoffice, Havener, N. the American Federation of Ftrm
San tos Peaberry, A-l- , 3 lb
M.
Bureaus, they were on the job look- WANTED To do plain sewing, frncy ing for relief, and have found it. The
work of nnv kind. Make and tack Washington representative, Mr. Gray
quilts, and make hair switches. Trices Silver, found that a rale of 3.8 cents
88
Pete's White Naptha Soap, 11 bars
89
Mrs. S, A. Hart, 109 N. had been granted the railroad for
reasonable.
Karo, red label- hauling
grain
Chicago
from
Bufto
Lane, phone 393.
92
82 - P. & G. Naptha Soap, 11 bars
falo, and ten cents from Buffalo to
Karo, blue label
heat-cr.
96
11
FOR SALE One tent, one coal
bars for
Palm Olive Soap,
New York. This rate had annihilated
89
Farmer Jones Sorghum
400 N. Mitchell St.
all water competition in grain haul.63
Bob White Soap, 11 bars for
89
Mary Jane Sorghum
ing and ns a result the ships on the
55
11
Soap,
ROOFING
for
bars
Eagle
White
$1-2Great Lakes were not handling grain.
King Komus, pure cane
There is no time like tho present to Mr. Silver
took the matter up with
$1-2fix that old, leaky roof. Sec Mr. the shipping board, and got a rate for
Brer Rabbit, pure cane
ConRiblett with
the ships, whereby they could handle
struction Company for all kinds of grain profitably.
The details of this
built-u- p
roofing and repairing. Room
would make a long story, but suffice
26, Barry Building, Clovis, N. M.
.98
Puffed Wheat, 6 pkgs. for
to say that due to the American Farm
hund-e- d
Bureau
Federation,
the
one
$1-198
Puffed Rice, 6 pkgs. for
Z?Mr; REDUCTION on all underWapco Blackberries, gallon can
wear, also a big reduction on hos- thousand cars were released to handle
98
6
.93
for
pkgs.
Shreded
Wheat,
can
brand Peaches, gal.
Wapco and Bar-B-iery. See G. H. Blankcnship, sales- the wheat crops in tho west; and there
6
.94
$1.14
Post Toasties, large size, pkgs. for
Bar-B-man for Winona Mills, Thone No. has been no car shortage in Curry
brand Apricots, per gal. can
County lately.
6
98
243.
Corn
Crisp,
pkgs.
Kellogg's
$1.17
can
A-- l
grade Pineapple, gallon
What would it hnve meant to the
.83
GO
1
61b
.98
Blue
Rice,
Rose
acres farmers in Curry County to have been
Extra fancy
FOR SALE OR TRADE
good grade Bartlett Pears, per gal. can
6 miles of town, no improvements. held up in their grain shipments as
.89
cagallon
per
Plums,
A-- l
ngrade Green Gage
Will trade for good house and lot in seemed inevitable early last summer?
c
Clovis. Inqiure at News Office.
The majority of our wheat wouiu still
Best grade Arkansas Pie Apples, per gal can .57
be on our hands and we would be
.59
Pecos Valley Pie. Peaches, per gallon can
FOR SALE Six lots, cheap, some
receiving, in place of $1.85 to $2.50
can
$1.48
terms. Call at 205 North Mcri-- 1
gal.
grade,
Red Pitted Cherries, very best
per bushel, which tho majority re
99
fancy Colorado Spuds, 271b
tc
wether. R. J. Bobier.
.86
ceived $1.25 to $1.30, the present
A-- l
grade Catsup, gallon can.
1001b
Colorado
Spuds,
$3.48
fancy
IF YOU PROPOSE building we can price. This would have meant the loss
.93
Red Dart Peaches, No. 3, 3 cans for
erve you well. Call and talk it of not only a great deal of tho far
$1.26
cans
3
mer's valuable time, with untold anConstrucSunkist peaches, sliced or halves, No. 3,
over.
tion Co., Room 26, Barry Bldg. 25tfc noyance, but also an aggregate sum
brand Peaches, No. 3 size, 3 cans for $1.24
Glass
of $588,000.00. This is a little item
good
in
FOR SALE Steam thresher
Sunkist Muscat Grapes, No. 3, 3 cans for - $1.18
tho farmers of Curry County alone
running order. Cheap. See D. E. might well thank the American Farm
99
Pure Granulated Sugar,
good grade Sliced Pineapple, No. 2,
Garrison, 119 North Lane.
Bureau Federation for,
1001b
$1-$11.73
Pure Granulated Sugar,
3 cans for
The Farm Bureau expressed lt3elf
WANT TO EXCHANGE 60 acres
irrigated farm, Improved, half in very emphatically on the labor prob
alfalfa, 4 A. orchard, 30 A in culti- lem, and as a result a clause of arbi
vation, 2'j miles from town. Want tration of labor disputes was Kctalned
MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS BUYING OF APAlso Mammoth in our statutes.
land.
improved
This great organization is seeking
Bronze Turkeys for sale. R. E. McPLES, ORANGES, NUTS, AND CANDIES. WE WILL HAVE A FULL LINE AT THE LOWEST
wholesalo
legislation
only
not
for
Gregor, Hagerman, N. M.
PRICES.
farmers, but for the public in general
FOR SALE on easy terms,
The "Truth in Fabric" Bill, which it
modem house, pebledashed, garage, seems will pass during this session of
few shade and fruit trees. 709 North Congress, not only protects tho wool
Co-OperatConnelly. Like to have two boarders. producers, but every person who buys
ive
T. A. Bell.
a piece of wool goods. In other words
this
law
if
we
passes,
will
pay
be
not
FOR SALE A fine Christmas pres
ring the price of a good wool suit for
ent for the children a white
one of shoddy; because manufacturPIERCE OLD STAND
PHONE 103
pony. E. N. Wheeler, Portales,
SOUTH MAIN STREET
ers will be compelled to clearly state
N. M.
tho contents of each suit manufac
WANTED Furnished or unfurnish- - tured.
"
The Farm Bureau does not e.nter
ed rooms for light housekeeping.
Notify Robert Ratcliff, general de Into political or other factional dis
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
NOTICE.
Clovis
putes in any way that will bind It farmers of Curry County have already
livery, Clovis.
,
insist
to
enough
benefits
received
to unreasonable or unfair demands,
will
undersigned
receive
scaled
Tho
Master Masons notice. December
STRAYED One black horse 16
Due to this beautiful policy, this or that every farmer in the county join
bids for the construction of one deep
hands high, riirht eyeball out, small ganization was able to have an agri and support this most worthy of all 21st will be election night. Please be
well for tho City of Clovis, Now Mexiknot on left side, branded US. f 10 cultural clauso placed in tho platform agricultural organizations tfiat ever present.
Dad Dwight, proprietor of the
co, same to be constructed in accord
P. A. LaShicr, Secretary.
reward to anyone who will bring him of both the great political parties in existed,
with plana and specifications on Clovis Marble Works, hat a largo
ance
to Clovis. J. II. Singer.
their last campaign. This is something
file in this office, until seven o'clock stock of monuments
STORK SPECIAL
and gravo markFURNITURE REDUCED
that has never been done before.
p. m., December 20th, 1920.
LOST A ledger showing medical a
ers
for
up
$20.00
to
f 0.00. He now
While conditions are not as flatterA baby girl was born to Mr. and
Each bid must be accompanied by
counts.
Finder return to News
Prices on furniture, rugs and
has
another
to help glvo you
engraver
moment
ing
as
would
the
Thursday
farmers
afternoon.
for
Mrs.
cnecx
Hyatt,
John
a certified
office and receive reward.
iar i,uuu payauic
loves greatly reduced for the next
to be to the City of Clovis as liquidated quick service. Ha has r.o agonti ar.d
like to see them yet it is gratifying to
reported
baby
and
are
J.fothor
those
advantage
of
Take
LOST In Lyceum Theatre Saturday note that tho Farm Bureau is receiv- - Two weeks.
damages if the contractor shall fail can zivc tho customer the advantage
-anil uleet VOUT doi.'.g nicely.
..L.I.I. V..Ua
m
i
m
- .
,a(
night a white crochet Tarn. Please imBlnorecoBn,uon
.i
wn.cnI. ine,..rniers )cirUtniM
-,
to enter into contract and give bond of the read
i0ln.tMng
oiwUh
man's fee. See him toon
f.fu
leave at News office.
ltp have never before received. There is
SALE.
FOOD
as provided In tho specifications, pro
Jul for the home. , Clovis Furniture
as ho is thinking of moving hit yard
a fat different sentiment among big nd Undertaking Co.
contract
and
posal
The ladies of tho Catholic church ltc
interests at the present time, from
E. E. TAGADER, City Clerk. to a better place thon you will have
Mrs. Dalton Reed mado a trip to
HardBarry
will have a food sale at
years ago,
few
CLUB.
which
PROGRESS
existed
a
to' buy your grave stones from a
that
Portales Wednesday.
ware store next Saturday, December
when Commodore Vandcrbilt comW. E. Spado returned profiteering agent
Mrs.
and
Mr.
d
Mm. Patton and Mrs. Newton en- 18th. You can get delicious,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kisor will leave menting on the freight rates between
Wednesday from a short business trip
club Tuesday
al
cookies,
Progress
cakes,
the
pics,
tertained
bread,
"The
Chicago
York
New
said:
and
Friday for a short visit with relatives
to
El Paso, Texas.
afternoon, Dec. 7. The study of "At so fresh country eggs, dressed chick
Public De Damned."
la Kansas City.
Mrs.
Come
completed.
ens, and fiesh pork. Food will be on
Time and spaee will not permit You Like It" was
Mrs. C. N. Green left Monday for
There is, however a certain ad even a brief statement of all the work Manson gave Parllmcntary Drill. The tale at 11:00 o'clock.
palllnger, Texas, where the will spend
vantage In being a fool. They are done by the Farm Bureau in this one club will meet December 21st with
Subscribe for the Newt 12.00 year, a few weeks with her parent.
invaribly happy.
year of it existence; but surely the Mrs. C. L. McClellan.
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Croft Music

The following low prices break all previous records in the
Prices are good for eight days.
history of our business.

.

BEGINNING NOW!

CLASSIFIED

:

ADS

CANNED GOODS

FLOUR

:

COMPOUNDS

Jar

Purity

:::::--

i

2

COFFEE

SOAPS

SYRUPS

8

6

BREAKFAST CEREALS

Brown-Thompso- n

CANNED FRUITS

8

'

Extra

18-4t-

POTATOES

Extra
Extra

Brown-Thomps-

SUGAR

Jar

81b

Extra

1

p.

Store

Clovis

tp

Marble Works
Continues to Grow

V

homo-cooke-

See

Stock of

I

the Large

Ifertk

Merry Christma s

Christmas Cheer
t
V

I
CAN
A.

BEST BE PERPETUATED IN THE HOMES

OF CLOVIS AND CURRY COUNTY BY A GOOD

FRIENDS IN CLOVIS AND CURRY COUNTY.
WE HAVE SOLD OUT THE STAR GROCERY ON WEST

TO MY MANY

CHRISTMAS DINNER OF

GRAND AVENUE, AND HAVE BUILT A NEW STORE ON
THE CORNER JUST A HALF BLOCK WEST OF MY OLD

Good Food

LOCATION.

WE HAVE THE NICEST LITTLE STORE IN
CLOVIS AND ARE ABLE TO GIVE YOU THE SAME

X
X

PROMPT SERVICE THAT WE DID BEFORE.

WE WISH YOU THE BEST OF HEALTH
AND HAPPINESS AND WE WANT YOU TO
THAT WE ARE ALWAYS

REMEMBER

.

AT

YOUR SERVICE.

Tom Phelps

.

GROCERIES AND FRESH MEATS

Groceries and Notions

PHONE 75

512 W. Grand Ave.

Clovis,N.M.

515 West Grand Ave.

B. Eastham

1

i

ureeuiuss

TO OUR MANY

FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS, AND TO ALL

THE CITIZENS OF CLOVIS AND CURRY COUNTY, WE
EXTEND

V

Greetings of the
Season

CORDIAL GREETINGS OF THE SEASON TO
OUR MANY FRIENDS' AND CUSTOMERS
AND MAY YOUR

:

Christmas Dinner
X

BE THE BEST EVER

X

WE ARE ALWAYS AT YOUR SERVICE WITH
OUR FULL LINE OF GROCERIES
AND FRESH FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES

YOU WILL, ENJOY YOUR CHRISTMAS MUCH BETTER IF YOU LET US CLEAN AND PRESS
AND REMEMBER!

YOUR CLOTHES BEFORE HAND.
x
X
X

X

x
X

Temple's Grocery
PHONE 29

Clovis, New Mexico

Miller & Crawford
THE HOME OF DRY CLEANERS
Clovis, New Mexico

PHONE

191
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Ki(i Gloves for Christmas

IV,

V

trVi

I

f

Silk Underthingg

Black, Brown and
White
Kid
GbVCS th8t Wi" g0 nice'y with any
.uit or coat. Long White Kid Cove,
in twelvc button and sixtcen button
lengths. Dressy for all occasions. We
handle tho Centimeri Gloves-o- ne
of
the best brands made.

,

i

it

Soft and dainty
'adB

o

'

f

VI I

20

thc main

wa, t0 makc them as prt.tty
possible, wonderful ribbons and luces
wure

U8cd-

-

Be 8ure t0

lhcM

"

Camisoles.
Handmadc Uu"'"--

pretty creton. make
that will please.

DiSCOUnt

Ba

of

serviceabl,-gift-

h.

,

JTj
SUKA

have

noliday

(,
--

njSxi

bi

tlcIe

sj
f1nrvJ

t

rray of handsome
garment, and special

trru

Ready-to-we-

onevery

jjJ

lfl
V
VyJ

thev

may need new
for the festivities that

V

f

Iat"

Q---J-

'

W

folksh

(

lui:h other, especially at the present
time when most people are inclined
to nwke their old shoes last as long
'? comfort l'rfl,ct I1 ,nd com- is assured by the diver- '
gjty of mo()l ,s ghown hl,rt,
OurMbili- 'y ia benpokn by the quality of the
leathers used in their makini? and
quality win u
i""'"' urc a ow

i
Jit

f

"A
2

V

" gnMy

hw ",0lk

A Gift Beautiful

j7

Jewelry

L

Baby Gifts

Pretty Dresser Scarf, with Fillete
Uce 3r cluny Uce

The daintiMt of
NovcU1m- Pretty caps, bootees, sweaters, Jap- ncse Silk Carriage Robes, Silk Coats,
Little DrcMes, Saques, PetticoaU.
Little whio and colored Stuffed
Animals that arc so attractive that
the little folks do not want to wait
for Santa to bring them.

.

'

Large size and medium size lunch
C,oth" wlth ,,llete and cluny lace- Lunch ,cU ln Madiera work- - Em- broidered towel and
Em'
broidered Pillow Cases.

vfvi
V

Yli

Kff

Q O

hi,

SP

fwl

.rrrh:i:;Tf3,h.erruj;7f
tore.

VOVl

Priced 20c to $1.25

Fancy Linens

'

VT

to droP into their dresser drawer to
fo.get about.

--

Shirte Makfl
Men

rf
l

do you know of anything
more usable and more appreciated
a6
ifu to "en than shirt.? And
r tock
W,h" you can choot tr3m

"reliability.
..1'?."ed

rarely

Give Blankets for Christmas

.

X
J,.
JM

Beautiful,

warm Blankets make n
gift that last, many year, and al- ways pleases.

If undecided as to what to give, a
winsome piece of neckwear would be
an appreciated ffft.
peclally when
Fashion suggest, so many pretty ways
for its decorative uses

F

xcu

,

Tu!
wl,

"wi"

tl2cd

0

,

lg Roln(f

mnn

fKVC

to recoive

Christmas present and those
be mott "tisfied are those

!'
IT

l"f

price.

'

f4

You will

tee them to

?to

the values.

appreciate

Lm"C
j

1

rr- -r

rinrmrrrr

in

rfini'ii

"r"

.m.

--

.iriwiimiMwiKnwiww

iwmi

V

V Vtt

Give Him Ties
Many

t"j

W
J
1,4$

Price"- .

I
VJ

"

Vz

20.

For A Dainty Personal
Present Give Neckwear

JtJ

V

Frankly,

lhi ' Wing to bo your store for
selecting your Chri.tmas Shirts. Our
entire Shirt stock reduced

Chin, plates for the baby.

111

GlftS For

-- h.!? of their

I

'iC
Of
S
JttAf
f

ideal .rifu for th..

Give Hosiery

-

Dearert Doiiie. for the little girl..
Book., Tea SeU, Drum., Aeroplanes,
Trains, Automobiles, Choo Choo Cars,
Garden Tools, Stuffed Animals and
the big monkeys. Make the little

Mf

Zbers

IcT

- VT

I

Gift Shoes for Every Mem- ber Of the Family

Jl

'

-

4f

fcC

,:.
"

There are certain gifts men receive

'r,l

Toy Department

j

Tf
-

ap- -

th"' etton- -

STfJ
i )

JO

f

i .J
dl

'

"

.tt,d

will be

"

"""C

-- r-

h0lidy' r yU W,y
presenting
certain garment
to
me personal friend or member
of your family. For either case it is
well to remember that every article
i
in the height of vague and the
Prices are down, not only lower than
car,icr in the eaw". but as low a.

tVW
W

r$
w

I

1 V

Gift Jewelry for the mt'n from the
known Krementz line, put up in
nice leatherette boxes. All Krement
alt' Kuaranteed and are shown
'" lh!
"""" MUK'

V!

!hf ?ri8tmM

yJvrfl

J'f

l
vJsLfMr

Cv

a

bought at this

You personally

prei

tiv
ty
LtJ04

ini

w"

v."::!'"

Lffjf A

!

makinK th

Cami,olt'

Wca

iZTV

their auter apparel department and
t0 overlook the fact that December is

J

j

Dainty, pretty garters in all colors
to match the caps

The rush of Christmas
business
causes many stores to totally forget

VVjr
-

al

,

Tl""""

There are ribbon,, hcre ,or
purpose sash ribbons, decorative rib- up the Chri8t"

Wear

UreSSeS

0J
tjf

"'".

lnriStmaS BlbbOnS for DeCO- rations or Wear

H Wee on Coats, Suits and
4

n

Wonderful handmade Caps of rib- Ro llnty and pretty
bn
that they would give a thrill of plea.
urc to th mo8t particular woman.

20rr DiSCOUnt

A Mighty December Sale of
Readv-t-

T,'8;

Handmade Christmas Gifts

just what the

Rich, dark ribbon Camisole that
will be pretty under tHe dark blouses,

"

i

.

ifk

-

gift-lade-

iP3Ci

Q

j

With Its Thousand of Givable Gifts
This store is the Mecca of Xmas Buvers
Like thousainls of stars twinkling in tlif sky m a dear winter's nijjlit,
so docs tiiis store shine with thousands of jift snfstinns. Your eyes will
n
tables and counters. And, that mysteri- larklo when you see the
us Cliristnias Spirit, the liiost powerful, tlu inst kinilly itiiluenee in the
world will instantly seize you, as you, enter the store, and join the jostling,
mirthful, eager shoppers who are intent upon their inspection and purchasing
aii(l niakt' all
d' gifts
holi(lay giving. ('(iih' at yiir earli(st
will
yemr Christinas purchases. This
prove an invaluable
announcement
n'(
.voU m 'uipiling your lists of gifts to be purchased.

"

"

